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HERE’S TO THE NEW YEAR!
Here we are at the last quarter of 2016! Tt seems as though it was just
yesterday when we published the first issue of the year. Now, we’ve come
to the end of a great year.
We’ve had the opportunity to travel to great lengths in search of the
many businesses in our industry this year, and by that, it has come to my
attention that more restaurants are adopting the open kitchen concept.
This got me thinking- is this concept an advantageous one? Business
owners share how important operation plans are when opting to have
an open kitchen from the ventilation, hygiene standards, and even your
kitchen’s work flow right down to food preparation.
The peeling, cutting dicing and slicing in the midst of food preparation
can be if not the most tedious tasks in the kitchen, of course. Equipment
Focus looks at your profit and loss in What’s Your Cut? Vegetable Edition
Part I. By taking rising labour costs and shrinking kitchen spaces of today,
we help you evaluate your next investment by exploring the different
equipment that can help reduce your kitchen crew’s menial work.
Its undeniable that technology has indeed simplified many processes
in the kitchen. In fact, some technologically advanced kitchens don’t
even require a chef’s presence. But then, there are kitchens that work
completely the opposite direction. We cover that in the Business Sense
section where we bring you into skill-centric establishments. These
establishments pride on the menu they offer; the fine touches of a trained
chef makes the difference here. We observe how these businesses have
made the skills they’ve to offer as their unique selling point. Since we’re
on the topic of businesses, this issue’s Solution Provider introduces you
to DKSH, an experienced solution provider that’s arrived on Malaysian
shores. We also introduce to you new products in our news and events
section of this issue.
To end a prosperous year, we are finally pleased to announce the release
of our mobile application ‘Hospitality by Mise En Place’ set to officially
be available to you in December. By changing our industry’s interaction
and bringing us all closer, this will be a game-changing platform in the
hospitality industry.
HAPPY NEW YEAR from all of us at Mise En Place.
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dec 2016 - may 2017

CHINA

• 28th – 31st Mar 2017
HOTELEX Shanghai 2017
Shanghai
• 17th - 19th Apr 2017
Asia (Beijing) International Import
Food Expo 2017
Beijing

AUSTRALIA

• 28th - 30th May 2017
Foodservice Australia 2017
Melbourne
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• 10th - 13th May 2017
Bakery & Fine Food China 2017
Shanghai
• 17th - 19th May 2017
18th SIAL China 2017
SNIEC Shanghai

ber

Decem

HONG KONG

• 01st - 03rd Dec 2016
Hong Kong International Bakery Expo
Hong Kong
• 08th - 11th May 2017
HOFEX 2017
Hong Kong

INDIA

• 15th - 17th Dec 2016
Drinktec India
Mumbai
• 19th - 21st Jan 2017
FHW Mumbai 2017
Mumbai
• 07th - 11th Mar 2017
Aahar International Food & Hospitality
Fair 2017
New Delhi

MALAYSIA

• 12th – 14th Jan 2017
Café Malaysia
MECC, Kuala Lumpur
• 05th - 08th Apr 2017
The 14Th International Halal
Showcase (MIHAS)
KLCC, Kuala Lumpur
• 27th – 30th Apr 2017
Malaysia Int’l Cafe & Bakery
Show 2017
PWTC, Kuala Lumpur

SINGAPORE

INDONESIA

• 02nd - 04th Mar 2017
Café Asia Singapore 2017
Marina Bay Sands

JAPAN

• 16th – 19th Mar 2017
Thailand Coffee, Tea & Drinks 2017
Bangkok

• 05th - 08th Apr 2017
Food & Hotel Indonesia 2017
Jakarta International Expo

• 21st - 24th Feb 2017
- HOTERES Japan
- CATEREX Japan
- Japan Food Service Equipment Show
Tokyo
• 07th - 10th Mar 2017
FOODEX Japan 2017
Tokyo

KOREA

THAILAND

• 31st May – 04th June 2017
THAIFEX - World Of Food Asia 2017
Bangkok

UAE

• 26th Feb - 02nd Mar 2017
GULFOOD 2017
Dubai

VIETNAM

• 06th - 09th Apr 2017
Coffee Expo Seoul 2017
Seoul

• 02nd - 04th Mar 2017
Vietnam Int’l Cafe Show 2017
Ho Chi Minh City

• 16th – 19th May 2017
Seoul Food & Hotel 2017
Seoul

• 25th - 27th Apr 2017
Food & Hotel Vietnam 2017
Ho Chi Minh City
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ASIA FOOD FESTIVAL 2016:
a CULINARY AFFAIR
PENANG PLAYED THE BIG
KITCHEN AS THE ASIA
FOOD FESTIVAL 2016 WA
SUCCESSFULLY HELD OVER
THE AUGUST WEEKEND
Over the course of three and a half days, the Penang Chef’s
Association held its biennial Asia Food Festival which has
now grown to be a delightful collection of culinary events,
seminars, workshops and international showcase of all
things hospitality. Like previous years, the renowned Battle of
the Chefs were held for the 16th time where over a thousand
chefs and F&B personnel competed in over 65 competing
categories. These challenges began as early as five in the
morning everyday, all the way through to late evenings. Apart
from the Battle of the Chefs 2016, there were rows of creative
and interactive food art on display for shutterbugs. Cooking
demonstrations were held by local and international chefs
and a family cooking competition at the Surabi Harmonious
Curry Challenge and more.
The festival was also a platform for many exhibitors that make
up the industry, such as a retail exposition with more than
130 booths in participation from all over the nation, various
F&B and hospitality conferences and seminars like the
Housekeepers Seminar by Slumberland and Spices Seminar
- Origins and Benefits of Spices. Additionally, the Ministry
of Defence Malaysia held its second edition of the Military
Field Cooking Showcase at the location and the inaugural
International Curry Gourmet Summit was held where they
included domestic and international curries and guests chefs
from New Delhi’s India Culinary Forum. Lingham’s Chilli
Sauce made their appearance known to all when they were
joined by a convoy yellow Volkswagen Beetles, and had plenty
of fun-filled games, sampling and gifts.
The three day event was a favourable outcome thanks to
the abundance of support from sponsors and partners;
Norwegian Seafood Council, Surabi, ENRICO’s Spices by
Raviraj Sdn Bhd, MAGGI and ACHERO; Lucky Frozen Penang
for sponsorship of the Lucky Chef’s Lounge and Lucky Golden
Lounge and the Arabica Estate for organising the Asian Latte
Championship 2016. As for the Battle of the Chefs, sponsors
include California Raisin, Potatoes USA, Cheng Hiap Ch’ng
Peace Brand, Mae Pranom, GBA Corporation, San Remo,
Ghee Hiang and Malaysian Exhibition Services.
Battle of the Chefs is a Penang State Signature Culinary
Competition Event organized by Penang Chefs Association.
For more information, visit www.battleofthechefs.com.my
10 | MARKET news
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RATIONAL presents the NEW
SelfCookingCenter® XS!
The event also sees the introduction of RATIONAL’s latest
range of upgrades for its line of SelfCookingCenter® that are
also built in features for the newly introduced XS models. A
new maintenance friendly triple glazed door with integrated
LED lighting catches the eye, illuminating the cabinet. The
new models have overall reduced energy consumption by
10% compared to the previous models made. Improved
gaskets and faster CPU further simplify cooking operations
in a busy kitchen.
During the event, we had the chance to speak to the attendees
to gather their comments on the new SelfCookingCenter® XS.
Mr Yopie Setiandi, Director of PT. Keisi, Indonesia
“RATIONAL has opened a lost opportunity by giving us the
right product to enter a unique market, both commercially
and domestically. And its smaller footprint is not an issue as
every feature of the standard models is available in the XS.”
Ms Liza G. Yu, Vice President of HKR Equipment, Philippines
“The fact that it’s compact in size makes it suitable for open
kitchens. Even at its size, it has six pans which is good. No
wonder RATIONAL is one of the best.”
Held at the Hotel Fort Canning on November 10th, 2016,
business partners travelled from all around the region
to Singapore to be introduced to RATIONAL’s newest
member of its range of the SelfCookingCenter®, the
SelfCookingCenter® XS.
At the Think BIG Tour - Ideas change the world event, the
smaller footprint model of 55.5 cm deep, 65.5 cm wide,
56.7cm high and fitted for 6 x 2/3 GN unit made its debut
and brings the company to another level in the development
of products for their customers.
According to Area Vice President Asia Thomas Stuetz,
“RATIONAL listens to our customers and indeed the request
for a smaller unit have always been one that our dealers and
agents are waiting with bated breath. But we didn’t want to
build one without ensuring that every feature of our standard
models would also be incorporated into it”.
Truly, the new XS model compromises nothing despite the
smaller footprint. During the launch of the XS, Corporate
Chef Andy Tan and Senior Regional Business Development
Manager Michael Wong showcased the performance of the
XS unit - cooking steaks, seafood for both a mid size service
volume to ala carte menus. The user friendliness of the
SelfCookingCenter® with its iCookingControl, iLevelControl
and HiDensityControl® made everything a snap, or rather with
just a touch on RATIONAL’s smart LCD panel. This makes the
unit an ideal equipment to be placed at your front kitchen,
kiosks, petrol stations, convenience stores and more.

Ms Katherine Kek, Managing Director of
NKR Continental, Malaysia
“We definitely see the potential of the new SelfCookingCenter®
XS. There have been demands from both commercial like
petrol kiosks and even domestic markets where some
owners love to experience the RATIONAL cooking experience
at home. And the single phase helps tremendously.”
Mrs YM Seow, Director of Continental Equipment, Singapore
“This is a long awaited model and it is better late than never.
And the smaller size did not compromise the features built
in. The improvements with the triple glazed glass door and
LED lighting is something we can count on as RATIONAL have
surprised us with innovation continuously.”
Mr Theera Ariyakajorn, General Manager of Somerville Siam
“With the XS unit, our customers can now cook in front of
their guests. We see this as a big boost for consultants or
kitchen designers to place at the front of the restaurant
when they have always been asking for a model that they can
specify into their designs.”
“Our units impress with their performance and precision,
and together with the benefits of the fresh steam generator
RATIONAL represents top food quality and we make no
compromises in this regard” says Millie Chan, Managing
Director, RATIONAL Singapore.
www.rational-online.sg
MARKET news | 11
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DKSH goes down SOUTH
DKSH Business Unit Technology, the leading Market Expansion
Services provider for technology companies seeking to grow
their business in Asia, aims to capture the prospects of
the fast-growing technology and manufacturing industries in
the southern region of West Malaysia by launching a new
showroom and branch office in Johor Bahru.
Besides serving as a branch office of DKSH Technology in the
Johor, the showroom comprises a demo kitchen, a laboratory
and a workshop which will serve as a platform to enhance
partnerships between DKSH, its clients, customers and
industry partners. DKSH Technology’s operations in Malaysia
include the Business Lines Scientific Instrumentation,
Hospitality and Precision Machinery. Customers in the region
will now have access to a broad range of innovative equipment
and technology from market leaders and internationally
renowned brands to enhance their business performance at
different stages of the value chain.
“Launching the showroom and new branch office is a
strategic step for DKSH Business Unit Technology. Our focus
is to enhance market coverage by making high technology
products available and by generating customer experience
through physical demonstration and technology events.
Our qualified specialists offer services such as training,
installation and preventive maintenance throughout the
entire product lifespan. We want to help customers develop
their business with tailored and integrated solutions, to stay
competitive and to grow,” said Robert Puschmann, Managing
Director, DKSH Technology Singapore and Malaysia.
Also functioning as a training center to host product training
programs, monthly cooking events are planned in the fully
equipped demo kitchen to support restaurants, hotels and
F&B outlets in the region. These events will be hosted by
trained professionals using the latest, state-of-the-art cooking
equipment from Rational AG, world class leader for professional
kitchens. “DKSH Technology is the official appointed partner
for Rational in Malaysia and together, we deliver creative
and intelligent solutions to the hospitality industry that
demands high consistency, quality and efficiency, especially in
professional kitchens,” added Robert Puschmann.
In addition to the fully equipped demo kitchen, the showroom
houses a machining center housing a fully functioning
CNC machine from Hurco for live-cutting and machining
demonstrations. The demonstration laboratory allows
customers to experiment with the machine, run test cuts or
evaluate quality parameters to discover the advantages and
benefits of these scientific instrumentation solutions before
making any purchasing or maintenance decisions.
www.dksh.com.my
12 | MARKET news
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the
LIONS GLORY
BEER FROM “BOTTOM UP”
with REVERSE TAP

SINGAPORE WINS CULINARY OLYMPICS
2016 WITH MKN COOKING TECHNOLOGY
This year, 25,000 visitors turned the IKA/Culinary Olympics
into the gastronomic highlight of 2016. Singapore won
the battle of chefs in the national competition cooking
with professional cooking technology by MKN. “We were
bigger and better than ever before,” Andreas Becker,
President of the German Chefs Association, summed up
the IKA/Culinary Olympics experience 2016.
From the 22nd to 25th October 2016, the venue in Erfurt
turned into the biggest Restaurant of the world. A mecca
for chefs, industry partners, gourmets and hobby chefs.
For four days they witnessed the top elite of the worldwide
chefs network do their best to satisfy the palettes of
judges and guests alike.
“The new category for the Junior National team, the edible
buffet, was especially successful“, Becker explains the
newest trend of the IKA. For the very first time in 116
years the Junior National Teams didn’t prepare a cold
plate presentation, but prepared an edible buffet, that
could be tasted and enjoyed by judges and guests alike.
In 18 glass kitchens, equipped with MKN technology from
the traditional appliances to the multifunctional combi
steamer and FlexiChef, more than 2000 chefs from 59
nations prepared over 7000 fresh meals. But of course
there could only be one winner and Singapore took the
trophy for best national team before Finland, who won
silver and Switzerland, who won bronze.
www.mkn-asia.com
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2017 SEES
Food&HotelVietnam!

Hold your horses, everyone! The 9th International
Food & Drinks, Hotel, Restaurant, Bakery and Food
service equipment, Supplies & Services Exhibition Food&HotelVietnam is set to return from 25th to 27th
April 2017 as the Saigon Exhibition & Convention
Centre (SECC), Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The event,
organized by Singapore Exhibition Services and local
organizer VCCI Exhibition Service is geared to welcome
more than 520 exhibiting companies from 36 nations
and regions (of which 75 per cent are overseas),
along with the presence of 16 international group
pavilions of Australia, Belgium (2), Canada, Denmark,
France, Germany, Hungary, Korea, Malaysia, Poland,
Singapore, Spain, Taiwan, Turkey and USA. With
genuine support from related government agencies
and industry associations, Food&HotelVietnam2017
promises trade visitors a truly international showcase
with a huge selection of the latest products, services
and technologies.
Back for the 9th edition, the ultimate event is once again
poised to open up enormous networking opportunities
for businesses to stay ahead of the curve and keep
abreast of the latest industry trends. A large number of
key industry players have confirmed their participation
at Food & Hotel Vietnam 2017, including Allanasons
Privated Limited, Charles Wembley (S.E.A), New Viet
Diary, Bao Thach International, Dan & Dan Co., Ocean
Glass Public Co., Sunshine Trading and Investment
Equipment, US Diary Export Council, Winterhalter
Gastronom Vietnam among others.
Covering a gross space of 10,000 square meters,
the event is the one-stop sourcing platform for highcaliber machiner y, quality food and beverage, plus
hospitality equipment and supplies catering to the
current demand of the food and hospitality industr y
in Vietnam and Indochina. Major exhibits include
Food, Drinks & Beverages; Baker y & Confectioner y
Equipment; Bar, Coffee & Beverage Equipment
& Supplies; Foodser vice & Catering Equipment;
Cleaning, Washing & Waste Disposal Equipment;
Fitness & Leisure; and many more.

Forget about the traditional trade show presentations
as FHV 2017 will also be a ground for competitions
where hundreds of culinary talents can get involved
and participate in various competitions chaired by a
panel of internationally acclaimed and world-renowned
judges. Into its 9th edition, the much awaited event
will feature two competitions including Vietnam Barista
Competition 2017 (VBC), where the finest barista will
go on to represent Vietnam in the Allworld Barista
Competition taking place at HOFEX, Hong Kong
come May 2017. The Vietnam Culinary Challenge
2017 (VNCC) on the other hand is organised by the
Saigon Professional Chefs Guild and judged by a
distinguished panel of chefs from the region. The VNCC
has established itself as Vietnam’s most prestigious
culinary competition dedicated to promoting the local
culinary excellence. The 7th edition of VNCC is the
ultimate arena for professi9onal chefs in Vietnam and
beyond to pit their skills up against each other in a
three-day series of cook-offs for the coveted title of
Grand Champion.
www.foodnhotelvietnam.com
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FROM THE GRAIN TO THE OVEN,
WORLDWIDE BAKING COMES
TO HOSTMILANO

Next year’s Fair, scheduled to run between 20 and 24
October 2017, will once again showcase the entire
supply chain of the bakers’ arts, alongside pastry and
ice cream, coffee and catering. With a year still to go
until the Fair opens its doors, 1,158 companies have
already signed up.
Milan, October 17th 2016 - All in One, One for All.
Every other year, the Bakers’ Arts are showcased at
HostMilano, the world’s number one Ho.Re.Ca, Food
Service, Retail, Mass Retail and Hotel Industry trade
fair. Between Friday 20 and Tuesday 24 October 2017,
manufacturers of raw and semi-processed materials,
machinery, and processing and storing accessories
and equipment will all be converging on the Bread,
Pizza and Pasta area at Fieramilano’s pavilions in Rho.
This complete supply chain overview is situated next
to Foodservice Equipment, a decision that leverages
the greatest possible value from affinities and crosspollination between these two synergic - albeit different
- sectors. For example, think how bread is increasingly
becoming a star player in restaurant catering, or
boutique bakeries, gourmet pizza, and pasta prepared
and consumed in retail. The Fair’s overview of
hospitality and foodservice is rounded off by Host’s
other two macro-areas: Coffee, Tea with Bar, Coffee
machines, Vending, Ice Cream, Pastrymaking and
Tableware, Furniture.
The Bakers’ Arts is an industry buzzing with growth
opportunities. For example, in raw materials and flour,
the range of products on offer has expanded to include
cereals that are an alternative to wheat and glutenfree, and which until recently may only have been
known locally (teff or pseudocereals like quinoa and
amaranth), along with ancient grains like spelt that
have returned to popularity.
Italy remains one of the world’s top manufacturers
of processing machines, as is borne out by recent
data from ANIMA, Italy’s Federation of Sundry and
Miscellaneous Mechanical Manufacturers’ National
Associations. Machines for baked products registered

growth in all sectors. For example, pastamakers
and extruded foodstuff machines and installations
registered growth of 1.6% in 2015, with 0.8% forecast
for 2016, and exports up 2.2% and 1.1% (of which 40%
to African nations, Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia and Mali).
Confectionary systems registered growth of 3.3% in
2015, expected to rise to 6% in 2016, with exports
up 3.5% and 5.1% respectively, for the most part to
China, India and the USA. Machines and ovens for
bread, biscuits, pastrymaking and pizza posted growth
of 3.7% in 2015 and are expected to follow that up
with 3.4% in 2016; the figures for exports are 4.4%
and 2.8% respectively. Lastly, machines and systems
for mills, feed mills and storage silos rose in 2015 by
4.2%, with a forecast for 2016 of 2.2% growth; exports
in 2015 were up 4.1%, with an expectation of a further
2.5% rise in 2016.
Not just an exhibition but a hub for trends and
innovation, Host 2017 presents the very latest
solutions. Whether it is for the Bakers’ Arts, coffee,
catering, bars, furnishings or equipment, Host is the
ideal place to go to find out about the latest trends in
food, hospitality and retail.
Stay up to date by visiting www.host.fieramilano.it, @
HostMilano, #Host2017.
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LOOK OUT FOR FHA2018!

“Since 1978 for forty years, HotelAsia has been delivering
business success for players in these sectors. Growing
edition after edition, the trade show is now a wellregarded international sourcing and networking arena
serving more than half of the total number of buyers who
visited FHA,” says Ting Siew Mui, Lifestyle Events project
director at Singapore Exhibition Services, organiser of
Hotel Asia.
More than a hundred exhibitors including well-known
companies like Ali Group, CP Solutions, Continental,
DaeYeong E&B, Diamond Europe, Fabristeel, Fujimak,
Henny Penny, Hoshizaki, Irinox, Manitowoc Foodservice,
Meiko Maschinenbau, MKN Maschinenfabrik, Moffat,
Nayati, Pacojet, Rational, Retigo, Robot Coupe,
Simplex, Svenska Bakepartner, YPT International and a
whole impressive list of others have already chosen to
participate for the year 2018.
While the list of featured international and local brands
may be alluring, this augmented edition of HotelAsia will
be unveiling a Singapore Pavilion for the first time. Also,
in the pipeline are various events and activities to be
staged alongside HotelAsia, designed to make a stronger
connections between hospitality industry players and
buyers. The events and activities include the inaugural
SCI Equipment Award, selected FHA Culinary Challenge
competition segments, and relevant FHA International
Conference tracks.
HotelAsia, one of Food&HotelAsia’s pioneer specialised
trade shows for the hotel, restaurant and foodservice
sectors designed for leading industry players are
gathered to showcase new, state-of-the-art equipment
and innovative technology is set to return from 24th to
27th April 2018 at Suntec Singapore.
Located in its new, central location; industry players,
particularly buyers whom are primarily located in the heart
of the city, can be assured of a more convenient and
effective sourcing and networking experience at HotelAsia.

In other exciting turn of events, 90 per cent of the Singapore
Pavilion led by the Singapore Manufacturing Federation
(SMF) has been sold anad confirmed by exhibitors like Ace
Instruments, Allied Catering Equipment, Diversitech, Global
Food Equipment, Global-Tek Josin, Proxes Asia Pacific,
Reach Electrical, Supersteam Asia Pacific and others.
“The food services and hospitality industries in the Asia
Pacific is seeing rapid change and integration through
technological advances. Companies in these sectors
must be able to transform and adapt to these changes to
stay competitive in today’s marketplace. The Singapore
Pavilion at the HotelAsia2018 will give these local
exhibiting companies aa boost and exposure to regional
and international markets by building on their networks
and distribution channels. At the same time, visitors
will be able to discover the latest technologies and
innovations that our home-grown companies provide,”
says Sunnny Koh, SMF Deputy President and Chairman
of SMF Food & Beverages Industry Group.

Jointly organised with Foodservice Consultants Society
International (FCSI) Asia Pacific Division, the first SCI
Equipment Award serves to recognise food service
equipment manufacturers who have incorporated
sustainability in their innovations. The Award will feature
two categories - Heavy Equipment and Light Equipment,
and pick three winners for each category. Judging criteria
and scoring will centre on sustainability, cost savings and
innovations. Open to FHA2018 exhibitors, award entries
can be submitted online. The Award will conclude with
a prize giving ceremony held during HotelAsia2018, and
winning innovations will be displayed at the show. There
will also be new features launched for the sole purpose
of connecting sellers with the right buyers, and provide
SMEs with useful tips to successfully grow their business.
Also happening in 2018, two segments from FHA Culinary
Challenge (FCC), the FCC Individual Hot Cooking and
Plated food display, will be staged at Suntec Singapore,
drawing talents from Asia’s culinary world to gather and
pitch their skills in one single competition arena.
Widely recognised as the region’s most prestigious
international culinary competition, the FCC is supported
by the World Association of Chef Societies (WACS) and
regional chef associations. Competitors in these two
segments will not only be facing off against each other,
but will also be presenting their skills in front of a panel
of international judges, renowned in the culinary world.
The FHA International Conference’s Hotels & Resorts
Management track and the second edition of the Central
Kitchen Asia conference will also move to Suntec
Singapore, rounding up the exemplary host of events and
activities all participants will be able to partake in when
HotelAsia kicks off come April 2018. Delegates will have
the opportunity to listen to in-depth discussions from
industry thought leaders across relevant tracks covering
Central Kitchen and Hotels & Resorts Management.
Addressing visitors’ concerns over insufficient time to cover
enough grounds over two venues, opening hours for all
four days have been extended to 9am to 6pm. Visitors only
need to register once, either at Singapore Expo or at Suntec
Singapore, to gain access to the shows at both venues.
“The Association of Purchasing Managers of Hotels and
Restaurants of the Philippines has always been a loyal
patron of FHA since the early years of its establishment.
We love visiting FHA because it has everything we need
under one roof. Although FHA2018 will be held in two

venues, this will not be an issue. We believe that with
better pre-show planning on our part as visitors, a huge
FHA will be more beneficial. We are confident enough
that the organiser will continue to work hard, to bring a
successful and fruitful experience for all its clientele,”
says Gene Rono, President, Association Of Purchasing
Managers Hotels And Restaurants of The Philippines.
Muhammad Hisham Tan Abdullah, President, Malaysian
Food & Beverage Executives Association (MFBEA) and
Treasurer, International Food & Beverage Association
(IFBA) adds, “FHA is Asia’s leader in the Hospitality Trade
event. With two venues in 2018, it is further proof that
more companies are keen to exhibit their products in
this prestigious event, thus providing trade visitors with
more options of products and services. The separation of
space will allow trade visitors to be more focused on their
specific area of interest, and provide them with ease of
decision making in line with their business objectives.”
“Food&HotelAsia has not only matured but sealed
its status as the premier food and hospitality show in
Asia. The expanded exhibition will give the industry an
even wider selection in terms of sourcing and even
greater opportunity for networking,” says Mr. Albert Teo,
President, Singapore Hotel Association (SHA).
HotelAsia2018
+65 6233 6635
www.foodnhotelasia.com
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The New Kid on the Block:
SelfCookingCenter® XS
RATIONAL launches its latest member of the
SelfCookingCenter® with the powerful SelfCookingCenter®
XS. This new electric model offers full RATIONAL power
and intelligence despite its dimensions of only 55.5cm
deep, 65.5mm wide and 56.7cm high designed for 2/3 GN
application. The smaller dimensions make the unit suitable to
be placed and operated in front of the house- open kitchens,
petrol kiosks and supermarkets and convenience stores.
In no way inferior to its larger counterpart, the XS is
equipped with a fresh steam generator and has all the
familiar assistances such as iCookingControl, iLevelControl,
HiDensityControl® and Efficient CareControl; and brand new
features such as:
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Energy Efficient
Count on more energy efficiency with the triple glazed door with
integrated LED lighting. Its heat reflective coating significantly
reduces energy loss through the door which reduces overall
energy consumption compared to the previous model by up
to 10 per cent.
Food Safety
The door’s LED and interior lighting provide food-safe and
extensive illumination of food. Attractive and appealing,
kitchen staff can easily recognise browning level of food
whilst looking aesthetically appealing for customers. The
rack signalling feature, where a blinking LED light signals
which trays need to be loaded or unloaded, is also a new
feature simplifying the use of the SelfCookingCenter®.
Longer Lifetime
Working with a faster CPU, a new and improved cooking
chamber gasket promises 2.5 times longer lifetime with
continuous operations. These new upgrades make the
SelfCookingCenter® XS a busy kitchen and front-line service
new favourite.
www.rational-online.sg

Inspired by the ancient Japanese style of cooking Robatayaki,
or often known as Robata, the MIBRASA® Robatayaki is
manufactured with steels of the latest technology following
the most rigorous quality controls. The unit consists of two
models and three sizes. With an incorporated elevating
system, designed and patented by Mibrasa enabling height
adjustments between the grill and hot coals to provide the
chef with total control allowing them to cook with more
efficiency. Optional accessories include a Teppanyaki
perforated griddle, Teppanyaki flat top griddle, top grill,
lower grill, grill mesh, stainless steel skewers 25/35
cm, bamboo skewers, support bars, elevating system as
accessory, Robatayaki stand, Robatayaki extendable dropleaf stand and stainless steel or galvanised wheels.

MODERN
DAY KITCHEN

Originating from the Japanese tea ceremony, which
overtime found its way to the north Japanese fishermen
utilising this method to keep food hot while out at sea for
long periods. The evolution of the Robatayaki has brought
it into the modern day kitchen, where chefs prepare food
and display their showmanship in front of diners allowing
them to take part in the entire cooking experience.

www.mibrasa.com

The new Core600 speaks a contemporary language
through the Sensitive Touch Buttons (STB). The retro-lit
sensitive keypadallows the bartender to easily select
coffee to be dispensed in doses with the slightest touch.
The keypads extend outwards from the machines to get
closer to the user, making interaction more intuitive
and, in the TS version, offering a more comfortable
display reading angle.
The attention paid to detail in Core600 has re-invented
the cup warmer, transforming it into a designer lamp
that enhances the three-dimensionality of the machine,
making it again the focal center of the place.

THE NEW CORE600

Customizable where brightness and color are concerned,
the led lights provide any ambiance with a simply unique
atmosphere. Designed to enhance the refinement of
the Core600 shapes, the satin-finished or varnished
steel sides give the machine even further sturdiness.
In Core600, design and functionality merge into an
aesthetic result that reverberates into a machine that
serves excellence in a cup of coffee. Being knock,
wear and corrosion resistant makes Core600 the ideal
solution for those seeking quality and reliability.

www.astoria.com
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open kitchen restaurants:
BANE or ADVANTAGE?
AS we move in top speed into an age of information and
transparency, open kitchen format restaurants, also known
as show or display kitchens; or what some have dubbed
‘middle of the house’ have been drawing much attention, and
is beginning to be set an uphill trend for many foodservice
outlets in recent years, from fine dining to quick-service
restaurants like Domino’s that is set to remodel nearly 11,
000 restaurants worldwide by 2017 to a ‘Pizza Theatre’
format, where pizza lovers can watch their pizzas being
prepared. Franchised eateries like Subway have mastered it
and, Burger King recently opened their open format BK Grill
Garden. It provides customers direct access to information
about the establishment’s hygiene, professionalism and
culinary excellence. In fact, transparency is a trend impacting
business decisions at many levels and arguably is the key
driver behind open kitchens. But, how did the open kitchen
concept begin to develop?

THE INFLUENCE OF POP CULTURE
Cooking shows have proven to be extremely successful
from back in the day with the likes of James Beard, who
was the first American televised cooking show host in
1946 where only ten per cent of Americans owned a
television. In fact, his gourmet skills were decades too
early for audiences to enjoy. Another noted television
personality that brought French cuisine to television
was Julia Child in the 1960’s. As decades went by,
Asian audiences were of course inspired by traveling
chefs Bobby Chin and Anthony Bourdain. Now, ever y
nation has got their own television chef to look up
to what with the launch of the Asian Food Channel in
2005 broadcasting to over 130 million viewers across
13 countries: Brunei, Cambodia, China, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Mongolia, Philippines, Singapore,
South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam.
Getting in the habit of watching chefs at work on
television has obviously boosted the fascination with
what goes on in restaurant kitchens. As more and
more chefs become well-groomed television stars,
handsomely paid authors, asser tive product peddlers
and boldface gossip-column names, the open kitchen
is a dual-purpose pedestal, allowing them to preen and
their fans to gawk, clap and be amazed as chefs and
creative ways fresh and exotic ingredients are thrown
in the mix, consumers increasingly look to enhance
their dining experiences by being par t of the flames
and steam, and organised chaos in the kitchen.
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IS THE OPEN KITCHEN CONCEPT MADE FOR
YOUR BUSINESS?
Closed or open kitchens require good design of workflow
to ensure efficiency. But with open kitchen concepts,
operators are only able to control some aspects of food
production; as there are additional elements you’ll need to
be aware of. Your new set up requires you to either rebuild,
remodel, redecorate and reorganise within its an existing
shell. Locations of doors and windows, electrical outlets,
columns and partitions will all be major considerations as
you think about your space plan. Mistakes made in your
restaurant’s design can be more or less easily repaired or
redesigned. However, when it comes to important kitchen
installations such as water supply and drainage, electrical
wiring, gas supply and other installations, then you may
be facing a bigger, more expensive task at hand. An open
kitchen concept has to have the combination of all details
in a restaurant operation that lead to a certain image with
your customers. In a 2005 New York Times article, Barbuto
in the West Village’s executive chef, Jonathan Waxman
expressed that, “Restaurants can’t get by these days on
just food and good looks.”
APPROPRIATE SIZE OF KITCHEN
The size of restaurant kitchen should be proportional to
the size of the restaurant or better say the number of seats
in the restaurant. Of course, different types of restaurants
have different needs, but there is a ratio of the size and
capacity of the restaurant kitchen. The general rule is that
for every seat in the restaurant is necessary to provide at
least 5 square feet of kitchen space. This means that in a

restaurant with 60 seats restaurant kitchen should take an
area of 300 square feet. However, an open kitchen would
require more space additionally for separate washing area
and other productions needed done away from the public
eye. So, initial food preparation must be well thought out.
YOUR KITCHEN CONCEPT IS BASED ON YOUR MENU
No one knows his way around the kitchen better than
your chef; your brand new menu reveals everything about
the process of preparation and what kind of restaurant
equipment is necessary. He will also know where and how
to position people from his team for maximum efficiency.
But when the process is part of the show, chefs need to
be more meticulously detailed; and your designer will need
to take functionality and showmanship into account. With
all these information in place, your hired designer can take
advantage of said knowledge to design the kitchen to be
the most functional. Thus, planning is indeed essential
so that your activities behind the counter do not disrupt
service hours. This is one of the most important factors
that influence in the time savings for cooking meals,
minimise unwanted spilling, and reduce accidental risks
in the kitchen. But, do keep in mind that when hiring a
chef, their professional experiences vary; most traditionally
trained culinary chefs are trained in a closed kitchen
environment where there are standard rules they adhere
to. An open kitchen bends or breaks those rules which may
result in changes in the food production process. Make
sure you work very closely with your hired chef; many drafts
and rehearsals should be done before finalising your open
kitchen design.
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KEEPING TEMPERATURES UNDER WRAPS
Restaurant kitchens are notorious heat traps - especially in
cooking areas, where temperatures in front of a busy grill
can top 40 to 45 degrees Celcius. The best way to combat
sweltering heat is a combination of ventilation, circulation
and hydration.Your HVAC system functions best when it’s
clean; this keeps you cool as well as compliant with health
department and fire safety regulations. Now, that your
kitchen is exposed, check regularly for grease, dust and
other build-up throughout the entire system and perform
maintenance, such as replacing filters and vacuuming
ducts, as needed. Ask employees to report any unusual
room-temperature changes, which may be the first sign of a
developing problem.
TAKING NOTE OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Your kitchen design directly affects the energy consumption.
This is one of the most important factors that you need to
consider now that you’re planning a concept that brings both
the kitchen and dining areas adjacent to each other. Keep
away tables with the cooling system for the preparation of
meat and other foods that require low temperatures during
the preparation from electric cookers and ovens. Also, all

refrigerators and ice makers should be as far as possible
from equipment for cooking and baking. This provides
minimal energy consumption and safety for processed
foods. When choosing electrical appliances pay special
attention to energy consumption for each of them. The high
cost of electric appliances with low energy consumption are
cost effective in the long term.
Unlike a closed kitchen where heat is kept away from the
dining area and your air-conditioning operates at a probably
lower level, open kitchens on the other hand keeps your
exhaust system working twice as hard absorbing the air in
the environment. This includes the cool air from the room,
hence your temperature controlled air conditioner might
be working overtime to compensate the loss of cool air
and overcoming heat coming from the kitchen - wearing
out your air cond and also using more power to maintain
the temperature. To achieve a perfect balance, exhaust
systems are one of the most important investments. This
also affects the sound coming out from your exhaust
system which might not be comfortable for some guests or
spoils your environment.

EASY MAINTENANCE IS KEY
Maintenance here would be the quality of
the equipment. It wouldn’t be aesthetically
pleasing for customers to see equipment
that have worn out knobs, panels exposing
insides of machines, or tapes holding
cer tain par ts of the equipment. Equipment
must be a sturdier quality with par ts easily
replaceable should it be necessar y. Open
kitchens will also give you a lack of walls to
put shelves up. So, in the beginning stages
of the design, consider placing storage only
on the bottom half. And, storage here would
need to be designed to cover both tools and
cutleries, and ingredients. If you decide to
keep storage away from the main area, invest
in ways you want to transpor t these items
when chefs need them. Specific trolleys
for tools and also trolleys to move semiprepard ingredients from your production to
your main kitchen.hours. This is one of the
most impor tant factors that influence in the
time savings for cooking meals, minimise
unwanted spilling, and reduce accidental
risks in the kitchen.
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GETTING TO KNOW THE SCIENCE OF SOUND
La Mar Cebicheria Peruana in San Francisco, hits every fashionable
trend in restaurant design. The 300-seater occupies an 11,000 squarefoot loft space in a historic converted ferry building. The floors are
hardwood, the ceiling beams exposed, and the wood tables bare. It has
an open kitchen and a large bar. A wall of windows overlooks the bay;
which results in being the ultimate noise trap. Many of the most cuttingedge, design conscious restaurants are introducing a new level of noise
to today’s already voluble restaurant scene. The new noisemakers:
Restaurants housed in cavernous spaces with wood floors, linen-free
tables, high ceilings and lots of windows - all of which cause sound to
ricochet around what are essentially hard-surfaced echo chambers.
TED speaker and Sound Agency chair, Julian Treasure gives a basic
frame of questions restaurateurs should ask themselves to help drive
acoustic decisions:
• What are people trying to do in this space?
• What is the environment like?
• Is the sound system good enough for what you want to do?
• Who are the people? What do they like?
• Is there a brand or some values you want to express with the sound?
“When you think about those things, then you understand the way sound
affects people,” explained Treasure. ”Is it a place for light intelligent
conversation? Or is it a place where kids get together and shout over
loud music? All of it’s good, but one size does not fit all,” he concluded.

Photos from JENNIFER YIN • PREGO • NICK ZUKIN @ FLICKR
Text RANESSA THEYAKARAJA & KATTY LAI Source TIMES, YOUR BUSINESS •
NATIONAL RESTAURANT ASSOCIATION & THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

DISCREET DISPOSAL
Chef Sear worked with Garland to provide
a sixty-two-piece island range. He found
the standard finish of the equipment
quite satisfactor y with no real need
for brass or copper extras. True undercounter refrigeration was installed. In
place of stainless steel, the kitchen’s
tables were topped with black granite.
Granite is not only aesthetically pleasing
but also solves the problem of light being
reflected onto the rain wall from within
the kitchen. With a desire to keep the
kitchen clean and clutter free for its
onlookers, have the granite customized
fur ther with holes cut for garbage cans
to sit underneath. Discreet undercounter
shelving was additionally installed. Also,
if your kitchen runs for a whole day,
removing rubbish in the centre of the
room has to be clean and efficient.
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FIRST thing’s FIRST
There are various factors to
be taken into account when
a client wishes to go with an
open kitchen format. Most
important is the ergonomics
of the design, whereby the
flow of food is diligently
taken into account. A step
by step review of planned
operations has to be done;
from back-end receiving
of goods, storage, mise
en place, cooking, service
and all the way down
to the dishwashing and
sanitation processes. A blueprint will then be drawn
out whereby areas wished to be highlighted to
guests are in direct view and the unsavoury parts
on the other hand are somehow placed out of
sight. The design will also incorporate elements to
ensure factors that may slow down operations are
minimalised. Examples would be the placement of
reach-in chillers, shelves, equipment, right down to
which direction a door opens to ensure fast paced
service is attained.

let-it-all-out of your kitchen. Cooking techniques
have to be analysed. Some techniques such as open
fire grilling may produce a huge amount of grease
and smoke that will have a negative impact towards
your business if not attended to correctly. Proper
installation of ventilation systems is a crucial par t
in ensuring this aspect is taken care of.

VENTILATION
Smelling food from the kitchen plays a big role in
customer’s appetite, but what can business owners
avoid or improve on? What are the fundamental
basics? What kind of air modulation system does
one’s kitchen need? While aroma is a huge sensor y
factor that entices guests in your premises, there
are other elements to take into account before you
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A ventilation system consists of four basic elements,
predominantly the hood, the exhaust fans, the
make-up air system and the fire suppression
system. A norm with open kitchens would be the
usage of an island hood with exhaust fans treated
with a silencer (ver y much similar to noise reduction
systems used in cars) to ensure reduced noise
levels. The role of the exhaust fan is to ensure
suction is suf ficient from the hoods where all plume
is ef fectively sucked away. A good balance of makeup air (feedback system) is necessar y to ensure
there is no negative pressure in the room as to
prevent suction from the exhaust hood creating a
sor t of windy atmosphere. Also, a fire suppression
system in case of an unfor tunate incident is
necessar y as cooking naturally deals with volatile
gasses and material.

THE AESTHETICS
After taking the ergonomics of the kitchen into consideration, aesthetics
is the next most important element. Lighting is a key element as it
needs to take into consideration the ambiance wished to be created as
well the operational requirements. Bright white lighting with diffusers
or downlights above workspace should be used to light up the kitchen
area whilst central pendants, LED strips and warm lighting can be used
throughout the dining area to give the warmth required. Remember to
ensure all your lights are separately switched and dimmable to allow
different brightness levels for different areas.

About Wine Spectator Greystone Restaurant at
The Culinary Institute of America

Other elements such as decor and design will depend upon the
concept being visualized. The key is to be consistent with your concept
throughout the restaurant. Some quirky additions that stand out may
potentially make your restaurant the talk of the town! Remember that
aesthetics also includes the kitchen staff from the uniforms they don to
the flair they show during food preparation. It is a theatrical show where
guests will enjoy a little showmanship.

THE PEOPLE
The ultimate drawback of having an open kitchen is that your guests
can literally see it ALL! Thus strict adherence to hygiene and food
safety standards is highly necessar y. Staffs have to be well trained
and monitored to ensure that gloves are used where needed, hands
are washed frequently, no eating or drinking is done is view of guests,
touching of hair and bodily par ts is refrained from and food products
are handled with utmost care. Remember that guests greatly care
about what goes into their bodies and are highly concerned with how
their food is handled. The slightest error in food handling may put
them off entirely and may even lead them to leave without having
their meals.

With twenty years in the industry,
RestoVentures have seen small
businesses work their way up to
becoming stronghold brands in the
industry; this of course comes with a
bountiful of mistakes. This is where
RestoVentures comes knocking saving you time, energy and cost.
From setting up standards of service,
menu engineering, cost control, food
safety and sanitation, food quality
management and standardisation,
service attributes and etiquette,
human resource, personnel training,
strategic sourcing and procurement
and product-mix analysis amongst the
long list of services of provided.

Photos COURTESY OF RESTOVENTURES
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restaurants embracing
OPEN KITCHENS
WHY, HELLO THERE!
Just in its first year, Hello! By Kitchen Mafia has already
gotten a great buzz. It helps that the restaurant is owned
by two famous television chefs but their team of chefs,
innovative recipes meals and strong work ethic are what
make crowds come back for more. We chat with television
chefs and owners of Hello! by Kitchen Mafia’s Johnny Fua and
Sherson Lian about their experience running their restaurant.
MEP: Was it an immediate decision to run an open kitchen
restaurant?
HKM: The moment we walked into the space, we knew
where all the cooking would be and that we wanted it out in
the open. If you take a look at our space, you can’t imagine
it having a closed kitchen anyway. It’s not so much the
concept or how cool it would look. We took into account
about our staff’s morale - imagine being confined to a small
box. If it was a big kitchen, that would work but with a space
like ours, we’ll lose our magic. We work with the space by
having a prep kitchen upstairs. So, Mondays are strictly for
the entire week’s prep unless its fresh produce.
MEP: Does a person’s attitude play a role working within
this concept?
HKM: Transparency comes at a cost, a good cost. You don’t
take things for granted like picking things up off the floors. It
might be a tiny act but it builds good quality in the kitchen. I
mean, some cooks aren’t a fan of being seen cooking out in
the open; but if you’ve got nothing to hide, why worry? When
you’re dealing with food, you can’t hide unless you’ve got a
secret recipe. Then again, with the internet, nothing’s much
of a secret. But talking about manpower, the need for work
amongst the locals isn’t as presently clear as it was about five
to ten years ago. And, that’s also because people have got an
abundant of choices to work at. I mean, if someone doesn’t
take it seriously here, he or she can just walk right next door.
MEP: Wow, so are you saying it’s tough hiring young staff
these days?
HKM: This is in no way saying everyone in the current
generation is like this: We see it with the coffee culture
today. A lot of them pursue their studies in Australia and from
their student experience over there, they show a picture to
their parents; and being supportive the supportive parents
that they are, they fork out the cash and, voila! There’s the
young business owner today. If you decide to focus on a
certain industry, it takes a while to see what you’ll become.
Then, there are those who are so sure of what they want
but because today’s world is fast-paced, they expect faster
results too. No matter what, time and practice is what you
need when you think about getting into the foodservice
industry. It took us years to develop ourselves, it’s not just
about cooking in a fancy restaurant.
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MEP: Let’s just track back for a bit. Chow Mein and Chow
Fan are on the menu, and right now you’re using the wok.
Did you think about the noise?
HKM: We didn’t think it was a concern. Actually, if you do it
right, there wouldn’t be much noise. Again, it’s the staffing.
If they’re trained right, they’ll know what to do.
fb.com/hellobykitchenmafia

COLOUR ME FLAVOUR
Located next to the Princess Theatre on Annerley Road,
Queensland, Australia Colour Me Flavour,according
to founder Nita Tailor the concept of the restaurant is
to capture the authentic taste and unique flavours
of traditional Gujarat dishes but present them with a
dramatic twist under the ar tistic direction of head chef
Eugene Lee.
MEP: What are your challenges working in an open kitchen?
EL: Open kitchens are always ver y interesting because
being vulnerable is never a term chefs found comfort with.
Chefs are to be seen as gods or generals in the kitchen
and they are never to be shaken even a little bit. They
should look poised and confident at all times. However,
that is not always the case when it gets really busy in
the kitchen. In a closed kitchen, chefs can lose their
cool easily then move through the swinging doors at the
butler’s pantr y, change their faces and then, walk into the
dining looking like nothing’s happened in the kitchen.
MEP: What has been your biggest success and greatest
setback when working an open kitchen?
EL: Open kitchens are great because guests get to see
what’s really going on. Dining is supposed to be multisensor y and it shouldn’t just happen with the dishes
but it is from the moment they walk into the space, to
when they are greeted; to when they are seated and
then, whilst having meals. We have numerous guests
who ask to be seated at tables closest to the kitchen
so that they can watch what’s going on. This sometimes
leads to face-to-face compliments to the crew for the
experience And most of the time after they finished their
meal they would come up to the kitchen and compliment
the crews for the “whole” experience.

MEP: In your opinion, what is crucial for business owners
to acquire before heading into the open kitchen format
direction?
NT: An amazing head chef! (laughs) Well, I think to opt for an
open kitchen, business owners should at least have a clear idea
about equipment and kitchen layouts. Because the kitchen is
exposed therefore factors like noise, ventilation, storage, and
kitchen flow, ergonomics, waste disposal, sanitation station
and counter tops have to be taken into consideration. It has
to fit the establishment’s concept at the same time abide with
the health and safety regulations. The menu has to reflect the
capacity of the kitchen and its inhabitants - the chef and cooks.
colourmeflavour.com.au
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TRANSPARENCY IN OTHER FORMS
Red Kettle operates in a semi-open kitchen where the
baking area is on display but keep their cooking at the
back of house. This proves to be a good strategy as baking
entices customers through sense of smell.
MEP: I noticed your kitchen isn’t a full-on open kitchen.
There’s some mystery to it, could you explain why you
(and your partner) decided to take that route instead
bearing all?
E: Our primary consideration is the up-keeping of the
kitchen. As with all F&B businesses, hygiene and pest
control are our top priorities. Having to perfectly control
these factors is challenging.
An open kitchen also runs the risk of emitting strong smells
which would affect the dining experience which translates
to higher costs for a better ventilation system - a strategic
decision we had to make. In a small set-up of this current
outlet, storage is limited. The closed walls with shelves are
something which we value highly.
MEP: What is the secret to keep customers coming in
for more? How’s the feedback like so far? Do customers
prefer transparency or a sense of mystery when it comes
to their food?
E: Dining in a restaurant has become a lifestyle. Our
customers look for a combination of environment, food
quality, portioning and pricing and we try to meet a balance
of these expectations. Transparency versus mystery
- we’ve had a couple of menu enhancements and our
customers certainly prefer transparency. They like knowing
components in each dish then decide if they would prefer
one item vs another. Simple and clear menu descriptions
help. However, what works for one restaurant concept might
not work for another.
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MEP: What are your goals for your business in the
near future?
E: Red Kettle is currently expanding! We have taken up a lot
in the Starling Mall, Damansara Uptown, and hopefully we
will be up and running come year end. We’ve got a couple
of other concepts in mind as well. We’re working towards
multiple brands with various concepts.
www.redkettle.com.my
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Following up from Part 1 in Volume 16, we go more
in-depth on why Indonesia is a very economically
viable country to run a business. As Southeast
Asia’s largest economy, the country’s gross national
income per capita is steadily rising and reached
number 10 in the world’s list of largest economy in
terms of purchasing power parity. With this rise, it
has also managed to reduce its poverty rate to more
than half since 1999, to 11.2% in 2015. The allure to
invest in this country is further heightened by its
President’s decision to open various industries to
full and partial foreign ownership, one of which is
the Food & Beverage industry. Having said that,
business ownership in Indonesia is not as clear cut
with challenges such as regulatory uncertainties and
high logistic costs.1 However, there is better clarity in
the major and developing cities as we have identified
previously in Jakarta, Surabaya and Bali. This time
we’ll profile Medan, Pekanbaru and Yogyakarta to
find out the culture and the viability for a business
to thrive.
http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/indonesia/overview

1

MEDAN (North Sumatra)
A Batak-style house

Total Area: 71,680.68 km2
Population: 13,326,307 (2013)
Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP):
142.53 trillion RP (2013)
GRDP per Capita: 29.53 million RP (2013)*
Rental Costs: Average costs for a shoplot in a mall is
between 4,687,500 RP/m2 - 4,800,000 RP/m2 per
year while you could also find shoplots within the city
for a similar price
The fourth largest city, Medan is also a
major shopping spot with a mix of open
air markets and modern shopping malls.
It is perhaps most synonymous as being
a transit point to tourism attractions like
serene Lake Toba; the largest volcanic
lake in the world or the highlands of
Berastagi where popular hiking places like
Mount Sibayak and Mount Sinabung are
located. Medan’s communities include the
Bataks, Maindailings while a large ethnic
Javanese community is reflected by
various Javanese toponymies in the city.
The Malays and Karo peoples alongside a
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Business Permit: It is advisable to seek a local
counsel to explain all the rules and regulations as
well as facilitating your applications http://www.
legalitasizinusaha.com/
*Information correct at press time

large number of Chinese originating from Fujian Province and
Tamil descendants who are commonly known as Madrasis or
Tamilian make up Medan. As one might expect, the diverse
communities would inevitably shape the eating culture here.

WHERE TO EAT IN MEDAN
CEMARA ASRI COMPLEX
Located within a shopping complex and the Cemara
Asri housing complex, it seems to be the default
eating place for the residents. The day sees food
peddlers with snacks, satay meatball, fruit drinks,
Tok Tok, burgers and also roasted corn. When night
falls, tables are placed in front of the closed shops
and people come for seafood al fresco. You could
call this the ChinaTown of Medan.

PAGAYURUNG
Opens from 6pm - 1am, this long time culinary
district is famous for Indian dishes like Martabak
and bread served with lamb curry and Indonesian
dishes tlike fried rice, padang satay or padang rice.
This area is near the shopping malls that sell many
products such as bakery, souvenir shops to modern
shopping places like the Sun Plaza and Cambridge
City Square.

SEMARANG STREET
During the day, spare part car shops and electricity
shops ply their trade but the street transforms into
a culinary haven at night. Might remind one of a
Chinese town with primarily Chinese cuisine dishes
from the regular noodles, rice and dishes to the
exotic such as snake meat, lizard, spider, bat, frog
and other special animals.

RING ROAD
Also known as the Gagak Hitam Street; there is a
combination of offerings from food peddlers, cafes
and also restaurants. Considered a newcomer in
the culinary landscape, its move to expand seems
to go in a modern route with newly opened fast
food outlets.

FAMOUS MEDAN FOOD
MIE GOMAK
This is Batak’s version of spaghetti. It originated
from the Balige region near the side of Lake Toba.
Only sold in North Sumatra, it is also called stick
noodle due to it’s shape. This noodle is usually eaten
with lontong broth or peanut sauce.

PADANG MEDAN SATAY
There’s a joke that all the satay in Padang is no
longer delicious because all the good ones have
moved to Medan. The Padang Al Fresh Co Satay and
Jo Andah Padang Satay are famous ones found all
over Medan.

ACEH MEDAN NOODLE
Like the Padang Satay, Aceh noodle also migrated
to Medan and become the Aceh Noodle ala Medan.
The Titi Bobrol Aceh Noodle is most recommended.

KARO ROASTED PORK
A dish dreamed up by the Batak living on Karo
highlands, the roasted pork has made a name for
itself such as the Tesalonika Roasted Pork that
has opened many branches in the city of Medan
and Berastagi.

TIP TOP ICE CREAM
Might come across as a strange addition but Tip Top
Restaurant is a must. It was established in the year
1934 and they are still using their ancestors recipes.
Located at the Kesawan Square, a taste of this ice
cream brings one back to 1930’s Medan.
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PEKANBARU (Sumatra)
Total Area: 89.150 km2
Population: 6,125,283 (2013)
Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP):
109.07 trillion RP (2013)
GRDP per Capita: 56.46 million RP (2013)*

Pekanbaru’s Grand Mosque of Annur

Rental Costs: Average costs for a mall kiosk ranges
between 233,333 RP/m2 - 280,800 RP /m2
Business Permit: It is advisable to seek a local counsel
to explain all the rules and regulations as well as
facilitating your applications. More information can be
found at www.pekanbaru.go.id/download/perda/87/
and www. jasabuatsitusiuppekanbaru.blogspot.co.id/
*Information correct at press time

A city recognised as a trading port, Pekanbaru is located
on the banks of the Siak River that drains into the Straits
of Malacca, boosting its trading potential. In the late 19th
century, the Dutch built roads to ship goods to Singapore
and Malacca and the city was subsequently developed to
serve the coffee and coal industries. One of Pekanbaru’s

outstanding characteristics is its wide
main streets and large median road.
On top of that, it received is one of
the cleanest big cities in Indonesia.
In 2011, Pekanbaru received the
“Adipura” (‘cleanest city’) award in the
category of large city for the seventh
consecutive time. Its communities are
made up of a mix of Minangkabau, Riau
Malays, Javanese, Batak, and Tionghoa.
Leading from its importance of location,
Pekanbaru’s level of urbanisation has
also peaked, making it a very viable
selection for a F&B enterprise. Judging
from the city’s favourite places to eat,
a good mix of Western, Indonesian, fast
food and cafe culture can be seen. Here
are a list of places or food types that
residents of Pekanbaru find favour in.

FAMOUS
PEKANBARU
FOOD
LOCAL PANTRY CAFE
Frequented for its minimalist, laid-back and cafe
styled decor and atmosphere with its central location
a plus point; the cafe’s menu is not vast but provides a
mix of Indonesian delights and familiar Western items.
Another reason for customers include ‘live’ music
sessions and a karaoke lounge on its second floor.

IGA BAKAR COBEK ( GRILLED RIBS)
Beef ribs are marinated in a simple mix comprising
shallots, garlic, chilli, dark and light soya sauce,
sugar, ginger before slowly braised till tender. It is
then put on the grill. Some establishments serve it in
a gravy to accompany rice.
RUMAH MAKAN CUIK (CUIK EATING HOUSE)
An icon of Pekanbaru, this eating place is a house
and it invites you to the kitchen and pick your
preferred dishes. Famous for its fish dishes, this
establishment was started in the 70s and the name
“Cuik” was derived from the word ‘lisuik’ (small) to
describe the founder’s size.

CAKES & PASTRIES
The sweet tooth has made its way into Pekanbaru and
two of the popular places are L’ Cheesecake Factory
and Klapper Pie. The former started solely with
cheesecake and has now expanded to include tarts,
mille crepe and edible pop art. Meanwhile, the latter
offers pies in a variety of flavours and sizes making
them ideal gifts for special occasions or for snacking.
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SUP TUNJANG
Could be loosely translated to
beef ribs soup, chunks of ribs
are simmered slowly till tender
in a flavour mix of herbs and
spices while vegetables like
celery, onions, potatoes, and
tomatoes to further sweeten its taste and enhance
its nutrients.

Also known as Jogjakarta and fondly called Jogja by
locals, is the capital of the Yogyakarta Special Region
in Java, Indonesia. It was actually Indonesia’s capital
during the Indonesian National Revolution from 1945
to 1949 before Jakarta took over. The city has risen
to become one of the important tourist destination
on its account of proximity to the famous Borobudur
and Prambanan temples as well as The Kraton; the
grand palace of the city featuring traditional Javanese
architecture. Aside its cultural fame, the city has also
grown as a city for education with numerous learning
institutes, including Indonesia’s oldest university
and one of the largest ones in Southeast Asia that is
Universitas Gadjah Mada - ranked by The Times as
number 56 of the world’s top 100 arts and humanities
universities. The annual Doing Business 2012 report also
puts Yogyakarta as one of Indonesia’s top performers
when it comes to ease of doing business due to its
consolidated process in registering a business.

YOGYAKARTA (Java Island)
Total Area: 3,185.80 km2
Population: 3,594,854 (2013)
Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP):
24.57 trillion RP (2013)
GRDP per Capita: 17.72 million RP (2013)*
Rental Costs: Average costs shoplot
between 48,000 RP/m2 - 75,040 RP /m2

ranges

Business Permit: More information can be found at
http://ibuani.blogspot.my/2015/09/cara-dansyarat-mengurus-surat-izin.html
*Information correct at press time

FAMOUS FOOD SPOTS IN YOGYAKARTA
ANGKRINGAN
[RP 10,000 ONWARDS]
Not a food spot in itself,
‘angkringan’
are
food
tenants selling food on a
simple cart with a plastic
tarp
roof.
These
are
symbolic of Jogja cuisine
and still stands strong despite competition from
modern cafes; partly due to the nostalgic factor
and the budget prices these carts offer. It is not
surprising to see diners sitting on pavements to
enjoy food purchased from the ‘angkringan’.
PEMPEK NY. KAMTO [ RP 9,000]
This savoury fishcake snack comprised of fish and
tapioca is deep fried and served with a vinegar
sauce. The popularity of Ny. Kamto’s pempek has
stretched to about 10 branches within Yogyakarta,
and has a presence in Semarang, Solo and Surabaya.

THE HOUSE OF RAMINTEN
[ RP 3,000 ONWARDS]
The restaurant’s decoration
and staff attire reflects its
appreciation of diversity.
Guests come for its ‘jamu’;
a Javanese herbal drink
prized for its remedial
properties and the unique serving method where each
drink type is served in a glass especially designed for
it. Food wise, it is famous for ‘sego kucing’. Although
loosely translated to ‘rice cat’; it actually refers to the
small amount of portions of rice people buy from the
roadside (it could also mean the amount of food a cat
eats?) This is a 24-hour restaurant.

BEBEK SUWAR-SUWIR
BALE RAOS [RP 60,000]
The bebek Suwar-Suwir
(pieces of duck strongly
seasoned
with
pepper
and other spices) in this
restaurant is a favourite of
Sultan Hamengku Buwono
IX. The shredded fried duck meat is served with
pineapple slices and a sauce made with ambarella
fruit and spices that offsets the gamey duck flavour.

GUDEG BAREK [RP 8,000 ONWARDS]
A traditional cuisine from Yogyakarta, gudeg is
a dish made from young unripe jack fruit that has
been boiled with palm sugar, coconut, milk, various
spices and teak leaves that gives the dish a reddish
brown colour. Gudeg is easily found around the city
but Barek’s stall has been a long-standing one, a
testament to being the citizens’ favourite.

OSENG-OSENG MERCON BU SUNARTI [RP 15,000]
Literally translated to mean ‘firecracker soup’; the
fiery liquid contains fatty meat, skin and cartilage. It
ought to be consumed quickly as the high fat content
tends to cause the soup to become gelatinous when
it cools. Oseng-oseng is eaten with rice and can be
accompanied by fried chicken, quail or catfish.

Photo credits to www.surgatraveller.com • www.maemyuk.com •
www.anishidayah.com • www.yokmelalak.com •
www.infobisnismedan.net • http://kulinerku-enak.blogspot.my •
http://id.priceaz.com • www.wisatakuliner.com •
http://asiknyaberbagipku.blogspot.my • eatandtravels.blogspot.my
Photos from Flickr credited to Gunawan Kartapranata •
Government of Pekanbaru • fitri agung • bale raos1c •
Adhi Adinyajati • Omar Laribi • Yasmina Hartono
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RELATED
ASSOCIATIONS

FOODBIZ
landscape

Indonesia
part 2

Perhimpunan Hotel dan
Restoran Indonesia (PHRI) /
Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant
Association (IHRA)
A non-profit association with
members
comprising
hotel
owners, restaurant owners and
professionals working together
to grow the key sectors of the
tourism industry in Indonesia.
It works with the government to
create policy(s) structured to the
real needs of the industry.
www.phrionline.com/index.html

Gabungan Pengusaha Makanan
dan Minuman Indonesia
(GAPMMI) / The Indonesia Food
and Beverages Enterpreneurs
Established in 1976 on the basis
to create awareness amongst the
business community to promote
food in Indonesia. Through public
advocacy, network development
in both the local and international
arena and collaborations with
the
Indonesian
Government,
GAPMMI’s
long-term
aim
envisions to create a condusive
business climate through friendly
and healthy competition. The
association welcomes anyone
in the industry including F&B
processing, importers / exporters
of food products, suppliers,
distributors and retailers.
www.gapmmi.or.id
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Indonesia International Cafe & Bar Exhibition is the only dedicated
cafe and bar exhibition in Indonesia. It is a platform for the
showcasing of products related to cafe businesses such as dairy
products, dessert, confectionery, frozen food, equipment, storage,
books, cleaning & security services, digital entertainment, promotion
services and interior design. There will also be CAFE AND BAR
workshops covering facts and strategies, sharing of experience
in business management alongside useful tips and tricks to run a
sustainable business.
15-17 Dec 2016
JAKARTA CONVENTION CENTRE
www.expo-cafe.com
BALI INTERFOOD INDONESIA
The tourism paradise of Bali makes it a potential
stop for a trade show that is able to focus on
the growth in this island. Bali Interfood will
be hosting suppliers of beverages and food products alongside
manufacturers / distributors in segments such as Bakery &
Confectionery, Machinery, Equipments, Supplies, Ingredients, Wine &
Spirits, Equipments, Supplies, Storage, Services & Related Technology
for Hotel, Catering, Restaurant, Cafe, Supermarket and more.
9 - 10 March 2017
BALI NUSA DUA CONVENTION CENTER
bali-interfood.com/

Food & Hotel Indonesia 2017 will be its largest one yet with
35,000 m2 exhibiting space which provides a platform for 1,600
international exhibitors and it expects the attendance of more than
30,000 qualified buyers. As the country’s leading international food
and hospitality event, attracting key trade-only buyers from all
sectors of the hospitality and retail industry, FHI gives international
companies an undisputed entry point into this thriving and lucrative
market. Food & Hotel Indonesia in Jakarta is an international trade
fair for hotels, catering equipment, food and drink.
5 - 8 April 2017
JAKARTA INTERNATIONAL EXPO
www.foodhotelindonesia.com
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INSIGHTS ON THE
FUTURE OF INDONESIA

We speak to Penta Resources International’s Perry
Tangkilisan Jr about his years in the foodservice
industry and get his opinions on where Indonesia
is on the international foodservice trends in 2016.
Specialising in hotel and restaurant projects,
remote oil camps, industrial catering services,
Penta Resources International is widely known for
their dedication to world-class designs of food
service systems, accommodating some of the most
complicated culinary requirements. Perry Tangkilisan
Jr started his career as a private entrepreneur way
back in 1979 when he was fresh out of high school in
busy Jakarta, and with two of his close friends, from
the ground up, they established a small poultry broiler
breeding farm. As the 80s rolled by, the business
grew and they were ready to sell two months-worth
of poultry to various restaurants and catering outlets.
This experience led Perry to a life in the foodservice
business. “In 1982, we had to close Broiler Breeding as
every one of us decided to concentrate on our higher
education at the time,” expressed Perry.
Perry eventually found his commercial kitchen calling
when he worked with Dian Graha Elektrika, and it
was during these times where he quickly gained
inside knowledge on medical, kitchen and laundry
equipments of the European brands. Perry has
been a private entrepreneur for the most part of his
career with the trade of exported coconut oil, rice,
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flour, beverages and having owned a rattan furniture
factory to name a few. Then, later in from 1995 to
1998, Perry went on to work for Asbury Worldwide,
which was part of the Middleby Group at the time;
at their headquarters in Manila. “During that same
stretch, I worked as the Indonesian representative
for the kitchen laundry design consultancy, DesignTek Inc. headed by the late Ed Turner, who went on
to be a close friend and mentor in regards to the
international foodservice business,” shared Perry.
Now, Penta Resources International works as an
international independent commercial kitchen,
laundry and back of the house design engineering
firm based in Jakarta, Indonesia; with partner offices
in Bali, Hong Kong, Manila, Singapore and Amstelveen
Nederland. The firm works with project teams, creating
new innovations, enhancing efficiency, dependability
and quality in every phase of a customer’s project.
PT. Penta Resources International brings design
excellence to foodservice from the goods receiving
docks to the Customer’s plate in your dining room.

“In the last twenty years I have to say that commercial
kitchens have gone through some changes, especially with the
Combi ovens. In the 70s it started with Juno and Electrolux.
The styles of operation issues and habits are changing too.
Kitchen staff forms a relationship with their guests to try to
deliver up to their expectations, it’s also crucial to show off
how your kitchen crew prepare and cook the food, a whole
demonstration to put it best. It’s about adding a personal
touch these days,” he added.
When asked about his personal principles in designing front
and back of house, Perry went on to explain how The markings
and flow of both sides are very important to him for greater
end result of foods and beverages on the tables; that, they are
indeed totally different in approach and set up as ‘we need
to coordinate closely with an interior designer when we’re
working in the front of house section.’
“I remember there was a time in Bali and most Indonesian
tourist spots used to be handled by foreign chefs and foreign
people in the noted F&B positions. Fifteen years down the
road, now everything is run by the locals. I think we’ve come a
long way,” expressed Perry in deep thought when addressing
the current Indonesian trends. He then touched upon the
ever-rising open kitchen restaurants which he says have been
gradually increasing in the past 10 years. This, according to
Perry only signifies something good as people are demanding
for exclusive food even in common places.
“The support from young and aggressive architects and
interior designers make the foodservice business have better
setups these days, and are working on becoming interesting
places to visit. I have to stress that when you want to do the
whole open kitchen format, you’ve got to explore architects,
interior designrs and kitchen designers that can help you
justify and implement the dynamic from your style of cooking
and prepping all the way to the dining tables where your
guests are fed ” he added.

Day to day routine works

Patra Jasa Hotel Bandung

Finally, when asked about the future of Indonesia’s foodservice
market, Perry Tangkilisan Jr says that all he sees is the potential
for the industry to continue growing because ‘we have millions
of miles of beaches and more than thirteen thousand islands.
There’s nowhere to go but up.’

PT. PENTA RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL
+62-21 8497 3165
www.pentaresourcesinternational.com

Open kitchen Crowne Plaza Bandung
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SKILL-CENTRIC restaurants
They say seeing is believing in the
current foodservice trends. Does
making your chef’s skill a focal point
of the evening truly make up most of
your business?

Dondurma ice
cream, Turkey

While some skill-centric restaurants have an open kitchen
design which gives easy viewing access to customers,
sometimes its about the end product. Take the art of fruit
and vegetable carving: a common technique in Europe and
Asian countries, and particularly popular in Thailand, China
and Japan. The art of food carving uses many different
tools, usually ordinary items but some specific to just fruit
or vegetable carving. Tools like pens to draw on the carving
one wishes to make, carving knives to give shape to the
carvings and peel zester- a tool used to create strips and
grooves. Food carving is definitely a skill mastery but is
seldom seen done in open kitchens. A skill like this elevates
the appearance in food presentation.
Let's take a tour around the world at the many skill-centric
business owners of various levels:

y

There’s no denying that a chef requires top-level skills;
but then, there are skilful chefs and per formers. I’d like
to call them per formance chefs if you please. Take your
local street food for example; now, they may not be Le
Cordon Bleu graduates but one has to take note of their
ar tistr y. Like the Turkish ice cream seller on the streets of
Istanbul, where tourists flock to hear the loud singing and
be enter tained by ice cream tricks. At the end of the day,
you’ve got to remember that customers aren’t just diners
anymore. And, while formal dining rooms, stiff ser vice,
silver cloches - high-end hotel restaurants of yore type
settings still exist, it doesn’t satisfy the modern culinar y
cravings. As fancy as things looked, the kitchens at the
back were another matter: all strip lighting and functional
industrial catering equipment - not that we don’t know
about them.
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QT SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
Juliet Kinsman of Independent even went on to say that
if you'd told proprietors then that one day diners would
demand to eyeball the cooking team at work, they'd
have blanched. Now butchery's brought to the fore and
labour is part of the flavour - we want display as we
dine. Take QT Sydney for example, seeing sushi carved
from a four-foot tuna in a glass fridge at the front of the
restaurant is certainly thrilling.

GOT YOUR JUICES FLOWING?
If you’re thinking of setting up a restaurant
with a business strategy that attracts
clientele in terms of great skill. Ask yourself
these basic questions for a clearer direction.

JOHOR, MALAYSIA
Teh tarik can be commonly found in restaurants,
outdoor stalls and kopitiams in Malaysia,
Singapore and Brunei. Its name is derived from
the pouring process of pulling the drink during
preparation. It is made from black tea and
condensed milk. An element of showmanship
exists in the preparation of teh tarik. The ability
to drag a long stream of tea above the heads
of the patrons without giving them a shower is
an amusing novelty for the locals and tourists
alike. In Malaysia, there are occasions where
teh tarik brewers gather for competitions and
performances to show their skills. Teh tarik
has become recognised along with nasi lemak
as part of the food and beverage heritage of
Malaysia by the Malaysian government ministry.

Himbasha

VARIOUS PLACES, ETHIOPIA
A traditional Ethiopian coffee ceremony will likely
take at least twenty minutes from start to finish
for the first cup of coffee, but it is absolutely well
worth the wait. The host pours the coffee for
everyone by moving the tilted boiling pot over a
tray with small, handle-less cups without stop until
each cup is full. Some of the coffee will inevitably
miss the cup but this is done to prevent the coffee
grounds from contaminating the brew. One extra
cup is poured each time. The grounds are brewed
three times: the first round of coffee is called
awel in Tigrinya, the second kale'i and the third
bereka (to be blessed). The coffee ceremony may
also include burning of traditional incense. People
can choose to add sugar to their coffee, or in the
countryside, sometimes salt or traditional butter.
The beverage is accompanied by a small snack
such as popcorn, peanuts or himbasha.
XINJIANG, CHINA
Xinjiang street food is interesting in itself as it has
a distinct blend of Turkic and Mongolian ethnicity.
So, although Xinjiang cuisine shows some
hints of what one might call traditional Chinese
influence, its dishes are often quite different from
mainstream Chinese food. The pulled noodles or
laghman is widely enjoyed by locals and travellers
alike for the taste and its flair for its preparation
process. Pulled noodles are tossed, beaten and
pulled to ensure the right consistency before
being dunked in soups and suoman, a blend of
noodles, vegetables and meat.

These may sound like a fair bit of questions
but the truth is that these are going to be the
things you will have to address as you start
to run and grow your restaurant business.
Remember, think carefully about each area
before you get the plans going. Stay up-to-date
with the latest news and map your plans out
as you go along.
Have you got the right equipment & supplies?
The equipment you choose should reflect
the style and nature of your business. It’s
important to see how your equipments will
save you time, reduce noise pollution and
food waste, and is aesthetically pleasing.
Your equipments help enhance your chef's
skills but are they safe for handling particular
in front of a wide audience? They should also
be easy to reach.
Who’s your competition?
You’ve got to research your competition
fiercely, and learn from them. What can you
do differently to stand out? How will you
be better? You need to identify what your
restaurant aims to do that no one else in your
area is doing. Take it up a notch and come
up with your brand’s own secret sauce or
specialty. Your theatre-style experience pulls
the crowds in but what’s going to keep them
coming back for the same show?
How are you going to identify with your
patrons?
You need to identify and research who will
patronise your restaurant by finding out who
they are, where they are currently dining and
of course, how you’re going to attract and gain
them. If you are not taking the open kitchen
route, how will you display your tantalising
dishes? Make sure you have them written
down beautifully described in your menu. And,
as all restaurants experience slow times, you
need to plan for that appropriately. Do you
think your restaurant will able to handle it?

We meet up with five different restaurants all
around Asia with menus that showcase their
unique skills in their own right. TURN THE PAGE
TO FIND OUT

Photos Uncornered Market • Susan Portnoy •
Michael Davis-Burchat • Help One Now •
Geoff Wise @ Flickr • QT Sydney
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the DUMPLING HOUSE

Pavilion Kuala Lumpur branch

When you hear Din Tai Fung, your thought process starts
from glass panes, chefs through a working glass and
finally, soup spilling out at the first bite of their infamous
Xiao Long Bao.
What started as a tiny dumpling corner in a Taiwanese
cooking oil shop in 1958, this contemporary yet elegant
dumpling house is known to welcome guests earlier than
usual. Guests do this simply to watch the infamous Xiao
Long Bao come to life behind the glass paned show
kitchen located right at the entrance, where you will see
people walking up to take photographs of the line cooks in
action. “This idea is adapted from the original Din Tai Fung
in Taiwan. We recognize that nowadays, customers love
to see how their foods are hygienically and meticulously
prepared. To us here at Din Tai Fung, making our signature
soup dumplings, or better known as the Xiao Long Bao, is
more than just preparing food; it is an art in itself. Having
an open kitchen is therefore a great platform for our chefs
to showcase this art to the public,” expressed a Din Tai
Fung representative.
The phenomenal Taiwanese dumping house has already got
about 114 restaurants internationally, with seven locations
in the United States alone. It is not uncommon waiting in
lines to get into the restaurant. According to the Mercury
News review on the newly launched Santa Clara outlet, there
were two-hour waits and lines snaking through Westfield
Valley Fair mall that prompted the chain to take reservations
for the first time ever. When those were snapped up and
resold on Craigslist, the restaurant required ID and refused
to seat guests who had bought a seat at the table.
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Famous handmade Xiao Long Bao in hot bamboo steamers

Further international recognition came in 2010, when
DinTaiFung’s Hong Kong branch was awarded one Michelin
Star; which is an honour as no other Taiwanese restaurant
has ever been won the coveted star ever. And, being a
name in lights; the Xiao Long Bao does not come without
a challenge of course. Consistency remains the biggest
challenge in the kitchen with this international chain. As a
restaurant, they are constantly making continuous efforts
by regular training, improving the work flow and creating
new ideas. “Another challenge of ours is hiring suitable
personnel for the job,” the representative expressed. The
restaurant is always on the lookout for candidates who have
interest and passion in what they do; as they believe that
‘if you are interested in what you do, then you will enjoy the
process and eventually, you will achieve self-satisfaction.’

The Din Tai Fung show kitchen chefs at work

“We strongly believe the open kitchen
boosts customer’s confidence in our
restaurant and our brand. Customers are
attracted to dine at DinTaiFung when they
see how our chefs prepare their food.”

Careful selection of ingredients, attention to detail in food
preparation, fine-tuning of the cooking process; serving
food in the best possible way - Din Tai Fung takes the same
painstaking care over each step in the process of bringing
outstanding gourmet food to our guests, with rigorous
quality assurance at every stage. There is a special skill
required when it comes to the XLB, they roll each five gram
wheat skin wrapper and fill it with exactly sixteen grams of
pork filling. Then, they finish it off with 18 pleats before
placing it in a bamboo steamer to cook.
Food quality and its ‘cooking theatre-style’ very much work
hand in hand in creating a world class experience when
you walk into DinTaiFung. The dumpling house stressed that
they have a responsibility to maintain the highest standards
in the food they serve. “Everything we do is geared towards
winning the consumer’s approval; every single detail is
one of the bricks that help to build the foundations for the
brand,” he added.
“We strongly believe the open kitchen boosts customer’s
confidence in our restaurant and our brand. Customers are
attracted to dine at DinTaiFung when they see how our chefs
prepare their food. And, they will be able to form their own
impression and idea in regards to how their food is prepared
by the chefs. This is definitely an advantage,” DinTaiFung’s
representative concluded.

DIN TAI FUNG
www.dintaifung.com.my
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TEPPANYAKI:
UP-CLOSE and PERSONAL
I know I wouldn’t approve a Teppanyaki meal if I didn't see
or hear the clings and clangs from the Teppan-chef. We
take a look into the history of the most recognised skillcentric styled restaurants in the world.
Teppanyaki cooking has an interesting history. The art of
cooking on a hotplate grill began in Tokyo, but it is said that its
theatrical style is anything but Japanese. In fact, locals were
dumbfounded when Misono, a restaurant in downtown Tokyo,
started cooking food on a table-side grill in 1945. This insideout method of dining was considered a little, well, untoward.
For the American GIs stationed across the country, however,
it was a different story. The Americans loved everything
about it and that is where wrestler Rocky Aoki, the so-called
father of teppanyaki, comes in. In New York, Aoki worked
seven days a week in an ice cream truck that he rented in
Harlem while studying restaurant management at New York
City Community College. After he received his associate
degree in management in 1963, he used the $10,000
he had saved from the ice cream business to convince
his father to co-invest in the first Benihana, a four-table
teppanyaki restaurant on West 56th Street. The teppanyaki
trend trickled down to Britain, parts of Europe and of course
Asia. Ranessa speaks to Malaysia’s very own infamous
teppanyaki brand simply called ‘Teppanyaki.’
MEP: Describe the importance of the type of skillset
Teppanyaki looks for in particular for working in such an
open kitchen?
T: Teppan chef will need lots of training but the very first thing
we look in to from a chef is their passion to cook. When our
team interviews the chef, we will always ask if they know any
family secret recipe and get them to describe how it's cook.
MEP: Do you have to take your new staffs through training
to develop this particular skillset?
T: Yes they do. Over the 3-6 months, they have to practice
the signature dish over and over again to perfection. Though
same cooking style, each meat, seafood or vegetables
has its unique way of cooking. Perfect timing (how long to
grill for each side of the food) and heat (how high heat to
use and where the food is placed on the teppan) of the
teppan is the key. Along the way, they will have to master
showmanship like wielding the knife, throwing the spatula
and etc as Teppanyaki is cooked in front of the guest.
MEP: How did Teppanyaki begin? As far back as I can
remember, Teppanyaki was sort of a pilgrimage for me if
you must, when visiting the busy Kuala Lumpur.
T: The founder of Teppanyaki went for a vacation in Taiwan
back in 1984 and they came across Teppanyaki. They found
it entertaining and fascinated by the cooking presentation.
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They told themselves that this concept will work everywhere
and so it did. Once they came back from the vacation, they
hired a Japanese Teppanyaki chef from Singapore, brain
storm the concept and raised funds to start it. The grand
opening of the first Teppanyaki restaurant located in Sungai
Wang Plaza was in 28th March 1984.
MEP: What were the biggest setbacks faced in the
kitchen?
T: At the time, there weren’t so many Japanese restaurants
in Malaysia. So, the biggest setback or more like the biggest
concern for us was whether the taste would be accepted
by the Malaysians. And, so far it is so well received. At the
end of the day, Malaysians are foodies at heart; so in that
sense, their openness has helped it become what it is today.
MEP: Would you say the food quality and ‘cooking theatrestyle’ works hand in hand when attracting customers?
T: Yes. It is our main point of sales. In fact, every customer
that comes to Teppanyaki is here for two reasons. Good
food and watching the cooks prepare their meal up-close
and personal. Without these factors, our way of business
would really be different. It wouldn’t work.
TEPPANYAKI SDN BHD
+60 3-2148 9840
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traditionally CHALLENGING
Grilling as we know it in Indonesia is mostly influenced
by American culture and that it goes way back to the
age of cowboys. What we may not really know is that
the southern part of the continent apparently has a story
of its own when it comes to steak. Coming to as far as
Jakarta, El Asador shows us what’s so special about it.
El Asador is located in Jakarta’s Kemang neighborhood
and for the past few years has been the best place to
start appreciating the grilling culture as taught by the
Patagonian cowboys of South America. The name of the
restaurant itself refers to ‘the barbecuer’ or the heroes
behind the wonderful steaks grilled on a parrilla.
The indoor parrilla grill, as used in El Asador and traditional
Argentinian/Uruguayan steakhouses is a world of difference
than the usual griddle that we often see. The Southern
American counterpart uses metal nets laid flat and a space
is provided below for the grilling fuel but not for direct fire,
instead it utilizes indirect heat from embers of hardwood.
Traditionally, the outdoor grill is made from a cross-shaped
metal used to hold the whole animal together and it can be
tilted manually further or closer against the open fire and to
adapt against the wind. Usually this role is entrusted to asadors
and the most experienced among them usually have the ability
to hunt, slaughter the animal, and down with the cooking.
The parrilla grill itself provides a challenging environment
because of the immense heat. Hence the term of ‘mansquite’ among the asadors or the mixture of scents coming
from sweat, meat, and smoke as a result of all-day grilling.
It is the fruits of labor of these hardworking gentlemen.
El Asador uses specific beef aged between six to eight
weeks and only seasoned with salt and pepper with no
marinating process at all. The favorite cut here is definitely
the ribs but the flat iron steak, chorizo, lamb sausage,
and the traditionally known cuts such as vacio (flank
steak), pamplona (chicken rolled with lamb fat), and lingua
(beef tongue) are also must-try. These cuts are served
altogether on a tray and it is a sight to see for meat lovers!
With a huge crowd coming every day to El Asador to savor
the steak and the togetherness, there’s no denying that
the grilling heritage from the Patagonian gauchos will
remain alive until far into the future.
EL ASADOR
www.elasador.co.id

Text RIAN FARISA
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redefining HOMEMADE
local FRESHNESS

Overlooking the world-famous Taal Lake and Volcano, Taza
Fresh Table in Taal Vista Hotel, Tagaytay City, Philippines
has become a certified food destination. The reason? They
offer innovative international cuisine using the freshest
local ingredients, all prepared in an open kitchen where
diners can see the chefs at work. Thus, the name taaza, an
Arabic word which means fresh.
“Taza is unique because we use 95 per cent local
ingredients and only five per cent imported,” says Chef
Jayme Natividad. “Everything is homemade. With so many
shortcuts available in the market, I refused to give in. I’m
doing things the old-fashioned way. At Taza, guests can
enjoy the made-from-scratch sauces, slow-cooked smoked
meats, and handmade pasta.” Their homemade bacon, for
example, is cured for ten days and smoked for six hours.

Exciting dishes at Taza include Tomahawk pork chop, lobster
fettuccini, and alugbati (vine spinach) salad. Even though
he changes and adds new items in the menu every three
months, these three dishes remain in the menu because
they became best sellers.

As Marla Fresnido, Taal Vista’s manager of marketing
communications puts it, the restaurant business is driven by
the management’s passionate commitment to source local
ingredients, ensuring consistently high-quality international
cuisine utilizing organic, single-origin, and sustainable
ingredients on every plate.

To ensure the quality of food, Chef Jayme says he’s always
in the kitchen. But then, he also finds time to go to the
tables and check on the customers, making sure they are
happy. “If they have some food allergies or restrictions, or if
they have any personal preference on food, we can work it
out,” says the flexible and accommodating chef.

It’s no wonder Taza Fresh Table is recognized by the
Philippine Tatler as one of the country’s best restaurants of
2016. In its Best Restaurants Guide, Tatler highlighted one
of Taza’s best sellers, mezze with selections that include
local ricotta, hummus, and spinach with bacon jam, among
other well-loved dishes.

Going to Taza is a unique dining experience. It’s a great
combination of innovative, fresh food, friendly service,
lovely ambiance, and scenic view.

“I make every dish unique,” says Chef Jayme. “I don’t copy
dishes; I try to make something my own. And then I train my
people well so we can serve consistently good food.”
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Taza Fresh Table
Taal Vista Hotel
www.taalvistahotel.com

Text RHEA VITTO
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precisely MOLECULAR
Namaaz Dining has always been the talk of the town
for the past few years. Not only that it is a full-fledge
restaurant specializing in molecular gastronomy, but it
is also championing Indonesian cuisine as the star of
the show.
Digging a bit deeper about the inspirations behind this
restaurant, one can conclude that Namaaz Dining is
clearly an embodiment of different disciplines inter twined
into a beautiful synergy.
There’s a sense of ar tistr y derived from the background
of Andrian Ishak, the chef proprietor who happens to have
talents in music and painting. There’s a nationalistic
fer vor with the all-Indonesian lineup on each of the
restaurant’s creations. Last but not least, the chef’s
modernist preference with molecular gastronomy gives
the ultimate touch for the whole restaurant’s theme.
Perhaps there’s only one so far in Indonesia a restaurant
so faithful with Indonesian cuisine translated into
these funky yet adventurous techniques. Admirably,
Chef Andrian so far has successfully created dif ferent
themes ever y season, numbering around one
hundred recipes in total for the past four years of the
restaurant’s existence.
On daily basis, the kitchen is bustling with activities
and the staffs are all employing different gadgets and
techniques rarely seen anywhere else. To date, Namaaz
Dining opens only for dinner and by reser vation only. A
typical dinner here is a seventeen to nineteen-course
meal and presented theatrically to create the amazement
of the patrons.
For instance, the “Childhood” theme came purely from
the pre-digital time, around two decades before the last
millennium. It was the time when Chef Andrian experienced
different flavors, habit, and customs in his childhood days.
It is as simple as savoring the sweetness of geranium
which was commonly bred in many households back then
or how exciting it was to compete his pet snail in a race
against his friends after school.
One of the highlights of that par ticular season was the
tea bag and a donut, diluted with hot water to produce
the flavor of Surabaya’s iconic dish of beef rawon soup
or the gel-like Betawi beverage called bir pletok inside a
test tube and covered with a geranium. The most mindblowing was perhaps ‘a sheet of paper with a pencil’.
Once rolled together and eaten it tastes like sayur lodeh,
Indonesia’s iconic cooked coconut soup with vegetables.

There’s no telling what will come next from Chef Andrian’s
brilliant interpretations of Indonesian cuisine. So, if one
considers himself as a true gourmet, then a visit here is
clearly a must.
NAMAAZ
www.namaazdining.com

Text RIAN FARISA
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assistance for HANDMADE
For an establishment focusing on skill-centric
food production, the most important tool is
definitely the Chef’s hands. While the kitchen
is typically configured with the basics, there
are certain equipment that these restaurants
use as well, whether to add a dimension
to the dish, for preparation or finishing
purposes. When the industry has moved from
the times people open restaurants to share
their skills to operating with semi-processed
or ready-made solutions, diners are also
beginning to seek out an experience through
the direct work of the Chef’s skills. Here is a
compilation of equipment that can be helpful.

Preparation Equipment:
VACUUM PACKING MACHINE

ELECTROLUX - MOBILE VACUUM PACKER WITH HACCP LABEL
PRINTER - 40 M³/H

Description:
The machine works to remove all air from
the packaged product and sealing it up to a
tight package. Removing oxygen extends the
shelf life of foods by limiting the growth of
aerobic bacteria. It helps for Chefs who hand
make their products in larger batches to save
time thus vacuum packing can be utilised to
maintain product integrity.

Features
• advanced & user-friendly
• lcd display
• check-up function to detect any technical errors before handling
Manufacturer : ELECTROLUX PROFESSIONAL
Email		: professional.sea@electrolux.com
Website		 : www.professional.electrolux.com.sg

DISTFORM - FLOOR STANDING TIME TEKVAC PACKERS
Features
• save time and money on oil changes
• powerful, durable, reliable
• high quality in materials and finishes
Manufacturer : DISTFORM S.L.
Email		: info@distform.com
Website		 : www.distform.com

ORVED - VM 53
Features
• stainless steel frame
• electromechanical control panel
• manual vacuum and sealing levels
Manufacturer : ORVED S.P.A.
Website		 : orved@orved.it
Website		 : www.orved.it
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ROBOT COUPE MINI MP 190 VV COMBI
Features
• perfect sanitation
• easy maintenance
• space saving and easy to use
Manufacturer : ROBOT COUPE U.S.A., INC.
Email		: info@robotcoupeusa.com

CUISINART CSB-300

Preparation Equipment:
IMMERSION BLENDER
Description:
Used for last minute pulsing or blending chunky ingredients
to smaller particles before serving. It helps with the need
to create textures. An immersion blender is designed to
go into the vessel of food and blend it directly; instead of
spending time to transfer the product. It also reduces the
risk of scalding especially in cooking large volumes. For
niche restaurants, the smallest capacity or countertop size
might suffice.

Features
• cordless & rechargeable blender
• new power lock/unlock feature
• power handle with stainless steel deco plate
Manufacturer : CUISINART
Website		 : www.cuisinart.com

BREVILLE - BSB530XL
Features
• fast and easy cleaning & time saving
• lightweight and easy to move
• outstanding quality
Manufacturer : BREVILLE USA
Website		 : www.brevilleusa.com

Preparation Equipment:
ELECTRIC PASTA MAKER
Description:
Fresh pasta will always have a place in diners’ heart
and it is a skill that not many Chefs still practice today
due to the lack of labour and trained individuals. For
restaurants who take pride in fresh pasta, electric
pasta makers helps to mix, sheet and cut pasta dough
into the desired shapes and does it in larger volumes
and less time.

CARPITANI - MOD. C 240/V
Features
• makes long pasta types
• mixes and kneads dough
• has a layering device and sheet cutter
Manufacturer : CARPITANI
Website		 : www.carpitanionline.com

PASTA MACHINE - P-17
Features
• makes spaghetti, fusilli,bucatini, tagliatelle, macheroni,
gnocchetti and few others by the change of a die
• grooveless parts to avoid any pasta residual for easy
clean up
• functions include mixing only, extrusion only or mixing +
extrusion with production capacity varying at each mode
Manufacturer : PASTA MACHINE
Website		 : www.pastamachine.com

FIMAR - MPF4N COUNTER TOP PASTA MAKER
Features
• add ingredients into the top hopper to be mixed and
kneaded before being extruded through the bronze die
• hopper capacity = 4kg - fitted with lid safety switch
• choice of 14 dies of pasta types to choose from
Manufacturer : FIMAR
Website		 : www.fimarspa.it
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Cooking Equipment:
SOUS-VIDE CIRCULATOR
Description:
Cooking sous-vide (in water bath) continues to grow in popularity due to
its ability to retain juices and moisture of food through steady and low
temperature cooking. A circulator comes with a temperature setting and
the circulator only needs to be placed in the provided pan with water.
Turn it on until it reaches the desired temperature to place the vacuumed
packed food and set the duration of cooking time and leave it.

JULABO - PEARL M
Features
• hygienic anti-fingerprint stainless hood
• low-level water alarm
• high-capacity pump (14l/min)
Manufacturer : JULABO Gmbh
Email		: info@julabo-singapore.com
Website		 : www.fusionchef.de

SAMMIC - IMMERSION CIRCULATOR SMARTVIDE4
Features
• fiberglass-reinforced polyamide front panel & grip
• marinates and macerates an ingredient in half
the time
• 4 buttons and a full-color tft display that offers all
the information at a glance
Manufacturer : SAMMIC
Website		 : www.sammic.com

Cooking Equipment:
INDUCTION COOKER
Description:
As some handmade products need to be cooked right before service
and/or are unique enough for a ‘live’ cooking show, induction stovetops
are the best bet. Not only does the sleek and flat surface look attractive,
it also heats up very quickly. The induction cooker only heats up where
a vessel is place thus providing better safety for chefs moving around
in a tiny space.

BESSER VACUUM - VACOOK
Features
• functional and ergonomic machines
• innovative technique & energetic saving
• safely protected from bacteria & viruses
Manufacturer : BESSER VACUUM S.R.L.
Website		 : www.besservacuum.com

ELECTROLUX - LIBERO LINE SERIES
Features
• heavy duty
• automatic pan detection
• 4 adjustable feet
Manufacturer:
ELECTROLUX PROFESSIONAL
Email:
professional.sea@electrolux.com
Website:
www.electrolux.com.sg

COOKTEK - MWG5000-200
Features
• faster than gas. induction heats the
pan, not the air or the unit itself
• safer. no flames, hot coil or other
radiant heat source
• cleaner. because the surface
remains cool, spills don’t burn on

GARLAND - BASE LINE
Features
• high performance induction technology
• easy to handle, convenience and
operational safety
• huge energy savings

Manufacturer:
COOKTEK, LLC

Manufacturer:
GARLAND GROUP

Website:
www.cooktek.com

Website:
www.garland-group.com
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HALTON - MOBICHEF
Features
• prevents smoke spillage which makes better working ergonomics for
the chef
• capture jet™ technology protects the front glass screen from
grease deposits
• accomodates almost all electric cooking appliances, from table top
equipment to traditional 700 and 900 mm deep modular equipment
Manufacturer : HALTON GOUP
Website		 : www.halton.com

BLANCO - COOK
Features
• three-sided air stream routes fumes directly into the extraction bridge.
vacuum provides additional suction for improved extraction
• underframe cooling table for storage support
• optional halogen spotlights for good lighting while working and put food
in the right light

Cooking Equipment:
MOBILE COOKING UNITS
Description:
Diners are always fascinated to see
how their food is prepared and if it is
possible, chefs should take centrestage
instead of always being at the back.
Manufacturers have developed full
kitchens that are mobile enough to move
around, which also gives opportunities
for Chefs to be out of the premise
to expand their presence. For indoor
cooking, the most important element
will be a good ventilation system within
the mobile unit. Although food smells
is enticing, diners will not welcome the
heat from the stove or smells sticking on
their clothes and hair.

Manufacturer : BLANCO
Website		 : www.blanco.si

ELECTROLUX - LIBERO POINT 3
Features
• integrated variable speed fan ventilation system with multi-step filter
solution to reduce cooking odors and steam from the cooking surfaces
• can accommodate up to three libero line tabletop appliances
• 3-stage filtering system - mechanical labyrinth filter, mesh (metallic net)
filter and carbon activated filters to absorb residual humidity and odors
Manufacturer : ELECTROLUX PROFESSIONAL
Email		: professional.sea@electrolux.com
Website		 : www.professional.electrolux.com.sg

Beverage Equipment:
WINE DISPENSING UNIT
Description:
Many restaurants nowadays offer wine by the glass and especially in
these skill-centric outlets, Chefs may like their diners to experience
the food with a certain type of wine or wines. Instead of having
to order the entire bottle, guests get to choose and restaurants
don’t waste by getting a dispensing system. Working with argon gas
system and optimum temperature controls, opened bottle of wines
can be kept for up to 30 days and when dispensed, customers will
taste it like it was freshly corked.

EUROCAVE - VOV3 ELECTRONIC
Features
• individual electronic control of each compartment
• electronic external displays
• empty nitrogen bottle sensor system
Manufacturer:
EUROCAVE AUSTRALIA
Email:
info@eurocave.com.au
Website:
www.eurocave.com.au

LANCER BY THE GLASS
WINE EMOTION OTTO - SERIES 3
Features
• 3 volume pour control & activation card
• key lock on front panel
• led lighting & digital display
Manufacturer : WINEEMOTION
Email		: info@wineemotionusa.com
Website		 : www.wineemotionusa.com

Features
• patented flexible climate zone
• second back up bottle is available in the dispenser
for quick change over during busy periods
• wine card options available, can also be
connected to pos systems
Manufacturer:
LANCER
Website:
www.lancerbeverage.com
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Beverage Equipment:
WINE COOLER UNIT
Description:
While big establishments may have custom built wine cellars,
restaurateurs who choose to serve a limited array of wine to
go with their cuisine can use a freestanding wine chiller that
comes in an array of capacities. The basic cooler stores wine
at the proper temperature an relative humidity while more
sophisticated ones offer separate cooling zones that allow for
tempering and storing of whites and red wines.

KALAMERA - MODEL KR-12AJP
Features
• digital temperature display
• environmental friendly
• low energy consumption
Manufacturer : KALAMERA INC
Website		 : www.kalamera.com

HUSKY - HUS-HM39-HN
FRIDGECITY - COOLPOINT CX900
Features
• a stylish bottle fridge
• three adjustable wine shelves
• glass door black finish
Manufacturer : FRIDGECITY
Website		 : www.fridgecity.co.uk

NICEM - CUTLERY POLISHERS
Features
• consistent superficial polish
• removal of bacteria thanks to the uv lamp
• reduction of operating costs and drying times
Manufacturer : NICEM SPA
Website		 : www.nicem.it
MINI COMPACT 2000 CUTLERY POLISHER
Features
• polishes up to 2000 pieces per hour
• stainless steel construction with a tank coating
Manufacturer : THE CUTLERY POLISHER COMPANY LTD
Website		 : www.thecutlerypolisher.co.uk
SAMMIC - CUTLERY DRYER-POLISHER SAS-6001
Features
• fully automatic
• speed: hourly output of up to 8,000 pieces
• economy: saves on personnel costs and quick return of investment
Manufacturer : SAMMIC S.L.
Website		 : www.sammic.com
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Features
• mixed shelving supplied to store combination
of up to 20x 75cl bottles or mixed storage at the
same time
• reversible door
• stainless steel door frame
Manufacturer : HUSKY RETAIL LTD
Website		 : www.husky-lifestyle.co.uk

Cleaning Equipment:
CUTLERY POLISHER
Description:
These units are small countertop units
that take away the inconsistency of manual
polishing of cutlery for a sparkling finish
to give customers a good impression. The
machine typically runs with a type of grain
that absorbs the water off wet cutlery and
polishes them and some units have UV light
to eliminate any bacteria left on the cutlery
before it comes out.

Cleaning Equipment:
WINE GLASS POLISHER
Description:
Manual polishing of wine glasses requires training
as the right amount of pressure has to be applied to
prevent breakage and the method of handling the glass
so that smudges do not occur. It is a time consuming
task that can be handled mechanically by a simple
brush polisher that is gentle to the glass.
FRUCOSOL - SV1000 GLASSES POLISHERS
Features
• production 240-360 pieces/hour
• hot air drying
• suitable for any type of glass and cups
Manufacturer : FRUCOSOL COMPANY
Email		: frucosol@frucosol.com
Website		 : www.frucosol.com

NICEM - ASBC 8S
Features
• drying system ensures maximum hygiene and gives
a crystal clear finish
• simple to operate machine
Manufacturer : NICEM SPA
Email		: nicem@nicem.it
Website		 : www.nicem.it

SPOONSHINE - GP5 GLASS POLISHER
Features
• capacity per hour: 400 glasses
• rear heating system to allow streamline operation
• counter / bar top operatio
Manufacturer : SPOONSHINE
Website		 : www.wineshine.co.uk

The equipment list ser ves as a reference point in terms of operating a skill-centric establishment. We acknowledge
that you may have different requirements and if you are looking for something not on our list, drop us an enquir y at
info@miseenplaceasia.com and we will tr y our best to provide suggestions and recommendations.
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DIGITAL THERMOMETER
Therma 22 Plus Waterproof Thermometer
For Food Processing
Features
• easy to use & waterproof
• robust waterproof case
• backlight, max/min & hold functions
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Manufacturer:
ELECTRONIC TEMPERATURE INSTRUMENTS LTD
Email:
sales@etiltd.com
Website:
www.thermometer.co.uk

DIGITAL THERMOMETER
Waterproof Pen Style Model #: DPP400W

Manufacturer:
COOPER-ATKINS CORPORATION

Features
• with anti-microbial additive to avoid
bacteria growth
• response time 6 second response time
easy to use

Email:
Info@cooper-atkins.com

HANDHELD SMOKER
Features
Aladin Station is the perfect accessory
for working with your horizontal smoker,
avoiding overturning, reducing the entrance
of resins and oils in the engine, lowering
incidences or break downs and improving
the switching-on and switching-off. Switch
always reachable, allowing you to control
and fill the bells in an accurate way. Easy
link to all versions SuperAladin.

Manufacturer:
100% CHEF

DIGITAL SCALE
"ALIMENTO" NSF Digital Kitchen Scale

Manufacturer:
PASTRY CHEF CENTRAL, INC.

Features
• removable stainless steel platform
• easy to clean, resistant to staining and
flavor carry-over
• large display - large easy to read 7/8"
tall lcd display with blue back lighting

Email:
customer_service@pastrychef.com

Website:
www.cooper-atkins.com

Email:
orders@100x100chef.com
Website:
www.100x100chef.com

Website:
www.pastrychef.com

SPHERIFICATION KIT
Machine For Automatic Spherification

Manufacturer:
100% CHEF

Features
• automatic spherificating machine
• producing over 100 spheres per minute
• high quality

Email:
orders@100x100chef.com

WHIPPER
0.25 Litre Whip-It! Professional Cream
Dispenser

Manufacturer:
QUICKWHIP

Features
• substance: aluminium bottle, plastic
high impact head
• brushed aluminium body for a clean
professional look
• perfect for hot & cold applications

BLOW TORCH
Gourmet Kitchen Professional Cooking
Blowtorch
Features
• made from aluminium, which is
lightweight
• adjustable flame for safety
• uses a self igniting trigger to activate

SPIRAL SHAPER
Features
The perfect tool to create different shapes
with spiral forms, straight or tapered, with
caramel, chocolate or other preparations.
This model does not include an electric
screwdriver. We recommended purchasing
an economical rechargeable screwdriver,
because the execution does not require a
very powerful motor.

Website:
www.100x100chef.com

Email:
sales@quickwhip.com.au
Website:
www.quickwhip.com.au

Manufacturer:
HOUSE PTY LTD
Email:
info@house.com.au
Website:
www.house.com.au

Manufacturer:
K. KITCHEN
Email:
info@kkitchen.ru
Website:
www.kkitchen.ru

PINCER / TWEEZER TONG
Kitchen Tweezers - Silicone Tipped

Manufacturer:
COOKS' NOOK (LDMY, LLC)

Features
• silicone tipped to prevent scratching
nonstick cookware
• great for sauteing and for plating
• dishwasher safe

Email:
info@CooksNook.com
Website:
www.cooksnook.com
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what’s your CUT?
VEGETABLE edition (part 1)

As food preparation is crucial in ever y kitchen, the
processes of food preparation have taken changed in
various forms and ways. Unlike before where you had
kitchen commis peeling potatoes in sacks or onions
by the barrel before ser vice, there are now plenty of
options being adopted by businesses.

cleaned. However, this comes with the price that you
would have to pay your suppliers for. In an environment
where high volumes are almost always expected, this
in the long term will likely eat into your profits. So, with
the issue of limited and expensive manpower, how do
we make this work?

Today, buying ingredients can be divided into various
stages - raw (unprepared), semi-prepared and of
course, prepared for cooking. Onions can be purchased
peeled, and some vegetables can be bought cut and

In this edition of equipment focus, we are going to
explore the various food preparation equipment and
find out what you should consider when it comes to
preparing vegetables in your kitchen.
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SMART VEGETABLE PREP
Anyone who’s anyone knows that prepping fruits and vegetables in huge quantities is
time consuming, and even though many cooks enjoy exhibiting their knife work, it isn’t
always a wise decision to spend time cutting by hand. Additionally, consistency is
especially important in the commercial food industry, and after a member of your kitchen
staff has been chopping for several hours, their steady hands may begin to fail them.
For this reason, fruit and vegetables slicers and cutters are a must in many operations.
There are, however, a number of various vegetable prep tools that cut, slice and dice; so it
is important to know what your needs are before weighing your options. Let’s take a look
at some of the prep tools specifically intended to work with specific fruits and vegetables,
and then a few multi-purpose units that can be used for a number of different foods. Some
fruits and vegetables can be laborious to prepare without (or even with) a knife for one
reason or another, and thus manufacturers produce some prep tools specifically for them.
Food waste is inevitable even in the best-run kitchens in the world. For every meal eaten
in a restaurant, about half a kilo of food is wasted.Therefore, when purchasing a machine
for your establishment, your priority lies in the reduction of food waste in your property
before considering how best to dispose of unavoidable waste. Fortunately, 2016 has been
seeing vegetable preparation machines that have significantly reduced food waste in the
prep area down to 20 per cent. That indeed is a feat so far in the hospitality industry.
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Tomato Slicers
Tomatoes can be a pain to
prepare with many machines,
and a tomato slicer is the best
way to get consistent tomato
slices without destroying the
tomato. Though these slicers
have an incredibly sharp set of
blades intended to cut through
tomato skin and pulp, they can
also do slice items like small
citrus fruits (though citrus will
definitely dull the blades faster
than a tomato).

Onion Bloomers
Though for standard cuts an onion can
be placed into a standard vegetable
chopper or slicer, there is a growing
demand for the onion bloomer. These
manual cutters cut and open large
onions without severing the onion
completely so that it can be battered,
fried, and served.

Fry Cutters
French fries lovers want
consistency in their fry size
first and foremost. Fry cutters
offer business owners the
consistency they desire from
their fried potatoes, and
offer a deluge of different
of cutting options, such as
spiral cuts, that would other
wise be difficult to by hand.

Lettuce Cutters
Heads
of
lettuce
are
significantly larger than most
other vegetables that need to
be prepared; however, lettuce is
one of the most common items
cut in a commercial kitchen.
Commercial kitchens tend to go
through incredibly high volumes
of lettuce, and a lettuce cutter
can save prep cooks incredibly
large amounts of time.
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Citrus Wedgers And Apple Corers
Bars tend to use a certain big amount of citrus fruits
like lemons and limes to stock their condiment stations.
Bartenders also tend to have large amounts of side work,
and a citrus wedger not only saves them incalculable
amounts of time, but also ensures consistent cuts
(something bartenders are not necessarily known for).
Pineapple Corers
Pineapples require a hefty amount of prep work to get them
ready for the line, and a pineapple corer / peeler takes
much of that work away. After slicing the top and bottom
off, these machines strip away the rind and remove the
core of the pineapple, leaving only the edible part of the
fruit. Though they must be sliced after wards, these corers
take a fraction of the time to remove the inedible parts of
the fruit.
Then again, it is also not necessar y to get a specific cutter
or slicer to prepare your fruits or vegetables but it may
be necessar y to speed the food preparation process up
even more. As kitchen technology has advanced, so has
the speed at which prep cooks can prepare fruits and
vegetables. There is a tremendous number of slicers and
cutters in the market, some food specific cutters and
choppers , continuous feed vegetable cutters that can prep
a variety of different vegetables several different ways,
and eve bowl cutters that can cut and blend products at
the same time.
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Grater Disc
This blade is ideal for grating cheeses, nuts, coconut and
more from the standard grate of 2mm to 9mm.
ROUTE TO CONSISTENT CUTS
Most commercial kitchens prefer an automated food
processor due to its consistency and speed in preparation.
The various food preparation machines range from versions
like the table top, floor standing and other limited features.
These features work well depending on the volume of food
preparation your business handles on a daily basis.
While you can purchase separate vegetable cutting and
vegetable chopping machines, it is more and more common
for machines to come with different cutting discs to allow
for full customizability (slicing, dicing, julienne, grate, etc.)
A vegetable cutting/chopping machine can save a lot of
time and effort when it comes to prepping ingredients for
sandwich making, but its primary advantage is to safety.
Employees with only basic training may injure themselves
when cutting or chopping vegetables throughout the day,
especially during busier periods. Vegetable cutting machines
somewhat automate the process and largely minimise safety
risks. Be sure not to use your vegetable machine to cut meat
or cheese though; not only will most machines struggle to cut
(and may possibly become damaged) with meat and cheese,
crossover use creates a risk of bacterial contamination.
Vegetable cutters and choppers are most commonly
manual-powered, but there are automated processing units.
Automated machines allow you to process a great deal more
vegetables per kitchen-hour than manual machines, and allow
your employees to handle more kitchen tasks simultaneously
and with more focus. If yours is a particularly busy kitchen,
or even if the kitchen swells with excessive activity only a few
times a day, it is worth considering an automated machine.
SLICING BLADES
Fruit and vegetable cutter parts are essential to maintaining
your slicers, wedgers, and dicers. If you frequently use fresh
ingredients at your sandwich shop, cafe, or restaurant, use
these parts to keep your machine in premium condition.
Choose from replacement pushers and blades designed
for square cutters, shredding, and slicing.Commercial
machines in the market today come with a variety of disc
blades to suit your cutting needs. Here, we have a few
main blades used typically in foodservice outlets. These
stainless-steel discs offer greater efficiency and versatility
in slicing possiblities, and a superior level of slicing for a
precise cut for both hard and soft vegetables. Remember
to make sure that these are 100 per cent dishwasher safe
attachments and disces. Check out these quick, convenient
and safe slicing and shredding assemblies that will help
you slice, grate, dice, wavy-cut and julienne your produce.
With optional attachments like these not only will you be
able save cost on equipment, but will be able to serve your
guests variety.

Slicing Disc
Easily slice an array of vegetables, squash, and even nuts
with a disc that creates a 1/32” (1 mm) slice; great for
use when making salads, garnishes, ice cream toppings,
and more.

Wavy Slicer Disc
This disc is excellent for making decorative slices of celery,
carrots, and more. It can also be used to make ruffle-cut
potato slices.

Dicing Grid
Dice 3/16” x 3/16” (5mm x 5mm) pieces of carrots,
onions, potatoes and more with this dicing grid.

Blades
Tomato slicers, lettuce cutters, and citrus wedgers all
require blade sets for operation. Tomato and lettuce
cutters often have an option for the size of the cut they
will make at the time of purchase, and replacement
blade sets of varying cuts can be purchased and easily
attached, as do citrus wedgers. French fry cutters
are similar, however, different cutters are needed for
standard or spiral cuts.
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WHAT’S YOUR CUT? VEGETABLE EDITION (PART 1)

SIZE AND CAPACITY OF MACHINE
Choose the machine that can produce the capacity that
you need. You want sturdy machine with a wide and
heavy base because the torque of the motor is at times
strong enough to cause the machine to move around
or vibrate if the body of the machine is not big enough.
However, if you use the cutter only at intermittent
periods, it is alright to purchase a lighter and smaller
one.
WORKING FOR TIME AND CONSISTENCY
Reduce the amount of time and labor spent on preparing
fresh produce by using a vegetable cutter. These units
enable users to chop, slice, wedge, peel, or portion fruits
and vegetables in one swift motion or with the simple push
of a button. Plus, by using a fruit cutter instead of a knife
and cutting board, your foods will be more consistently
sized, which will make your food presentation more
professional.
HORSEPOWER
How long will the cutter be expected to run daily? And, how
much produce will you want to process at each time? A
good machine is able to sustain operating up to a certain
amount of time without overheating. Make sure that the
motor has a manufacturer’s warranty.

CUTTER LID
A secure lid is a must which goes without saying. What
us probably more important is the size of the feeder.
The diameter of the opening determines whether you
need to pre-cut the items before inserting them into
the machine. You might also want to look for tube
feeders that have an additional smaller tube in the
middle which helps in inserting narrow food items such
as cucumber or carrots. There are different models,
smaller ones that cut into a bowl and larger machines
that has an outlet and can process continuously.

IN THE MARKET TODAY

CUTTING BLADES
These discs should be easy to fit and clean. The general
blades provided are usually for mincing, chopping, grating,
slicing and dicing. Some manufacturers produce blades
to be adjustable for flexibility in cutting items to a precise
size. Most cutters come with the standard blades with other
blades sold separately, which you can consider purchasing
as and when you need them. To maintain a good cutting
result, a sharp edge is required.
CONTROL PANEL
Operating a cutter only requires minimal knobs or buttons usually a switch on/off and/or pulse function. Touch pads
help prevent grime sticking on knobs while mechanical
knobs are likely to react faster and are not as sensitive as
electrical switches.
COLLECTING BOWL
The size of the bowl should be large enough to process
suitable batches for the need in each kitchen. A too small
one might result in having to repeat cycles, taking up time.
Bowls are commonly made out of polycarbonate plastic
or stainless steel and both material are durable, easy to
clean and dishwasher safe. However, over time the plastic
material will scuff and it becomes hard to see what is
inside, but replacement bowls are available.
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ROBOT COUPE CL60
The Robot Coupe CL60 all-in-one workstation can
help prepare up to 3000 meals per ser vice, making
the unit an essential addition to any high volume
foodser vice operation such as hospitals, hotels,
schools, and more. The unit requires a 208/240V, 3
phase electrical connection.

DITTOSAMA TRK45
With three functions: vegetable slicer, food processor,
emulsifier, this machine is available in sizes of 4.5 L, 5.5
L and 7 L with a variable speed from 300 to 880 rpm
(slicer) and up to 3, 700 rpm (cutter).

SAMMIC COMBI CK-401
Heavy-duty, sturdy food processor designed for commercial
use. Ergonomic design, easy to use and reliable. NSFlisted. Adjustable speed. As vegetable slicer, up to 1000
rpm. Hourly output up to 650 Kg. As bowl cutter, up to
3000 rpm with up to 8 lt. bowl capacity.

HALLDE RG-50S
Processes up to 80 portions per day/ 2 kg per minute.
Slices, grates, shreds, cuts julienne and crimping slices in
a variety of dimensions.

ELECTROLUX TRK55
Combined cutter/vegetable slicer, variable speed 300 to
3700 rpm. Supplied with 5,5 lt stainless steel cutter bowl
and lever operated feed hopper.

An effective food rotation is essential for storing food to
prepare for catastrophes, foodborne illness and controlling
commercial kitchen costs. When used correctly, the firstin first-out food rotation method ensures serving safe food
and eliminates spoiled food waste. FIFO refers to using the
first things purchased and brought ‘in’ first so that they
are also the first things “out.” When you bring in newly
purchased food, put it behind or below any older containers
of the same food that was already there on the shelf. If
the items get mixed up, check their expiration dates. When
using product for cooking, FIFO will make it naturally easier
to select the older product from the front or top.
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PACOJET: boundless CREATIVITY
Incredible speed and precise
designing makes Pacojet the
industry’s household name.
Think versatility, think economically. When you throw
them together, you get a dynamic professional kitchen
appliance that makes preparing high-quality dishes with
simplicity with a significant reduction in time, labour and
food waste. Chefs across the globe rely on Pacojet to
produce exquisite mousses, sauces and ice creams at the
press of a button. Being incredibly functional, the kitchen
appliance works suitably in processing all types of foods
with delicious results. Economically, because it works with
incredible speed, it only takes a whopping 20 seconds to
whip up single, calibrate portions with absolute minimal
food preparation, and no spoilage. The precisely designed
appliance, powered by Swiss technology and ISO certified
manufacturing compact built fits into any kitchen and comes
with all the accessories you need.

EARLY BEGINNINGS
Back in the 1980s, the revolutionary ‘pacotising’
process was Swiss-invented. Pacotizing enables chefs
to micro-puree fresh, deep frozen foods into an ultrasmooth, creamy texture without thawing. Specialists
developed this further to create Pacojet, being
manufactured exclusively in Switzerland ever since.
Fast forward to 1992, its worldwide launch marked
the beginning of the success story it is today in which
Pacojet established itself as the market leader and an
indispensable gourmet device. Today, it is found in the
world’s best restaurants and catering facilities.
In 2011, Pacojet signed a 10-year innovation agreement
with their Swiss high-tech manufacturer to develop
new, premium-performance generations of Pacojet
devices. And two years later, the next model generation
is launched with Pacojet 2. As a new original, Pacojet
2 is based upon the unique pacotizing process and
features the most up-to-date, innovative state of the
art technology as well as enhanced functional options.
With the Pacojet 2, chefs are ideally equipped to meet
the current and future needs of professional kitchens.
Taking advantage of the 20th Anniversary of Pacojet,
Pacojet asked distinguished chefs working with Pacojet
all over the globe to present their favourite Pacojet
recipes. The result was a collection of inventive
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cooking ideas that are simply thrilling. This exceptional
collection of personal recipes by international chefs is
presented within a five-language Pacojet recipe book,
inviting all Pacojet fans to take part on a culinary
journey around the world with Pacojet.

A SPIN ON CREATIVE COOKING
Select fresh, top-quality meat, fish, fruit or vegetables and place into
a pacotizing beaker. Next add your preferred ingredients and top up
the beaker with a liquid of your choice. Deep freeze to -22°C (-8°F) for
at least 24hrs. When you are ready to use, simply mount the beaker
onto the Pacojet, select the number of portions you need and press
‘Start.’.The high-precision Pacojet blade spins at 2,000 rpm, shaving
a micro-thin layer off the top of the frozen food, resulting in an ultrasmooth texture. Unused beaker contents remain frozen solid to be
used later at your convenience.
Expanding far beyond ice creams and desserts, chefs have come to
rely on their Pacojet to prepare exquisite savour y and sweet creations
in each station of the kitchen. From delicious appetizers or main
courses, delicate intermediate courses and tempting desserts -the
Pacojet does it all.

NEVER TOO LARGE, NEVER TOO SMALL
IN QUANTITY
Pacojet makes one portion of approximately
3.5 fl oz in 20 seconds or an entire beaker
(1 Liter / 1.2 quarts) in less than four
minutes. In just one hour the Pacojet will
produce:
• 15 litres of sorbet or ice cream in 15
different flavours
• 15 kg of fine farce for pâtés, terrines,
light and airy mousses
• 15 kg vegetable, herb or spice
concentrate for sauces, oils, spice
pastes etc.

www.pacojet.com

• 150 portions of soup in 15 varieties
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ROBOT COUPE: 50 years in the
FOOD PREPARATION EQUIPMENT

EMULSIFY

•

BLEND

•

GRIND

•

Still standing at the top, world
renowned Robot-Coupe has come
a long way as the ultimate inventor
of the much needed and used
food processor in personal and
professional kitchens today.
It's been a little over 50 years, and Robot Coupe still thrives
on its unrivaled quality and performance. The inventor of
food processor, available in 130 nations through its vast
network of distributors has given its clientele guaranteed
sales, installation, after-sales customer service. And,
because of the company's dedication to producing the
best of the best available, its commitment to research
and development, and its constant striving to give its
customers the best customer service and service support
available, the Robot Coupe Commercial Food Processor has
become the worldwide 'standard of industry' for the entire
food processing industry-restaurants, schools, correction
facilities, hospitals, nursing homes, cruise ships and
delicatessens. In the french language, 'robot' means food
processor and 'coupe' means cut.
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MIX

•

SLICE

•

CHOP

•

KNEAD

Robot Coupe R301
Ultra Food Processor

The company has become the foodservice industry leader
in the development and refinement of food processors,
vegetable preparation units, and combination processing
units. In 1998 Robot Coupe introduced the “Blixer” - a
combination food processor/blender in one machine. This
machine enabled the healthcare industry to serve the same
foods to everyone in their facility by processing any food for
patients with modified diet needs all the way down to tube
feedings, if needed, without the loss of any valuable nutrients.
For gourmet chefs, the Blixer produces the smoothest and
creamiest of purees and patés in just seconds.

With evolving nutritional equipments, chefs especially in the mass catering sector are looking
for solutions to ser ve more fruit and raw vegetables. This is where the brand comes in with a
concentration on technology and innovation with an aim to improve the nutritional quality of meals
ser ved in school canteens, company cafeterias and healthcare institutions. Along with on-going
assistance for their clients that range from trainings, field and marketing support, advice for kitchen
planners and chef assistance, Robot Coupe offers these range of products fit for a mighty food prep:
• Robot Cook - for which emulsifying, grinding, mixing, chopping, blending and kneading are just
some of its functions.
• Cutters & Vegetable slicers - a range with variable speed and bowl capacity of 2.9 litres to 7 litres.
• Vegetable Preparation Machines - designed to process large amounts of vegetables in no time at
all up to 30kg a minute.
• CL60 Complete workstation - where you can accomodate three full-size gastronorm pans to
produce 1800kg per hour.

www.robot-coupe.com
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DKSH:
DARE to DIFFER

DKSH offers one of the fastest growing
industries a full range of hospitality
equipment to hotels, restaurants,
coffee shops, supermarkets, food
manufacturers, fast-food chains and
hospitals.

Our qualified specialists provide customer service,
training, installation and preventive maintenance services,
offering real added-value to our customers. Ultimately, we
want our customers to be satisfied with their investment
which covers the entire product life cycle. With our unique
sourcing network around the world, we are able to provide
solutions to both the value focused customer as well as
the high-end focused customer, no matter how large or
small the requirements.

With over 1,370 specialists includingm more than 500
service engineers, DKSH serves a customer base of over
25, 000 companies. It operates in 18 countries from 80
business locations and is supported by more than 25
showrooms and demo labs.

In what ways do you make your customers feel good about
carrying on business with DKSH?
We see ourselves as a customer-centric proactive partner.
We help our customers to secure and increase market
share, and grow their business through focusing on demand
creation and meeting their needs by providing high-standard
marketing and sales services and utilising state-of-theart processes and technologies to improve our partners’
business performance for efficiency and profitability. With
our integrated end-to-end solutions, all the necessary
services and infrastructure from a single source, this
means lower costs, enhanced transparency and greater
accountability for all our partners.

Explain the intentions and how extensive DKSH’s package
is. Our readers would like to know.
DKSH’s priority is to help customers develop their business,
stay competitive and grow with tailored and integrated
solutions. We provide a broad range of after-sales services
to support customers’ enquires with high standards and
fast solutions.
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MALAYSIA

service
PARTNERS
FACTOR TECHNICAL SERVICES
No. 5, Jalan PB11,
Taman Puncak Bertam,
75250 Melaka, Malaysia.
Email: factor_technical_services@yahoo.com

+6012 389 6036

SOLID STEEL METAL SDN. BHD.
No. 861, Jalan 35, Salak Selatan Baru,
57100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Contact Person : Mr Vincent Choong
www.solidsteelmetal.com
www.facebook.com/solidsteelmetal
www.instagram.com/solidsteelbydesignx

+6012 707 8335
+603 7981 8028

ASPIRE KITCHEN CONCEPT
(M) SDN. BHD.
Lot 768 B3 ,Jalan Subang 4,
Taman Industri Sungai Penaga,
47620 Subang Jaya Selangor.

+603 8021 5012
+6016 360 6406
KK ENGINEERING
Kampung Mogoputih, Jalan Penampang,
Batu 5.1/2, P.O.Box 20519,
88762 Luyang, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah.

+608 872 2672

STARKEY INDUSTRIES SDN. BHD.
30A, Jalan SS5B/2, Kelana Jaya,
47301 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Email: info@starkeyindustry.com
www.starkeyindustry.com
(KLANG VALLEY ONLY)

+603 7874 8490
+603 7874 0604

CHEFONIC KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
SDN. BHD.
Email: service@chefonic.com
(Chefonic, Electrolux, Tecnoniox,
Flomatic, Welbilt)

+603-8964 0329
+6016-217 2329
MOMENTUM SOLUTION ENTERPRISE
Lot 1909, Jln KPB 5,
Kawasan Perindustrian Kg Baru Balakong,
43300 Seri Kembangan, Selangor
Contact: Jason Chok

+6016 217 7079
+603 8961 3373
WECAN KITCHEN EQUIPMENT SERVICES
41, Lorong Asas Murni 4,
Kawasan Perniagaan Asas Murni,
14000 Bukit Mertajam, Penang.

+604 588 5429

SINGAPORE
APEXLINK PTE. LTD.
97 Kallang Way 3,
Singapore 349112
Website: www.apexlink.com.sg

+65 6282 2747
FABRISTEEL PRIVATE LIMITED
9, Tuas Avenue 10,
Singapore 639133

+65 6501 0662
ROYAL EQUIPMENT PTE. LTD.
Ark @ Gambas
7 Gambas Crescent, #08-31,
Singapore 757087
Email: royalequipment@singnet.com.sg
www.royalequipment.com.sg

+65 6289 0982
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ARTIZEN PTE. LTD.
59 Ubi Avenue 1,
Bizlink Centre #03-02,
Singapore 408938

+65 6749 6880
I TECH KITCHEN EQUIPMENT SERVICES
PTE. LTD.
5001 Beach Road, #07-48,
Golden Mile Complex, Singapore 199588

+65 9116 8818
TEK KITCHEN SOLUTIONS PTE. LTD.
18 BOON LAY WAY #08-98,
SINGAPORE 609966
Contact : Andy Tey

+65 9859 2375

COMBO ENGINEERING
9002, Tampines Steet 93,
#02-26,
Singapore 528836

+65 9387 5376
KNH ENGINEERING PTE. LTD.
50 Bukit Batok Street 23,
#03-11, Midview Building,
Singapore 659578

+65 6896 8592

